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Abstract: A closed-loop control algorithm for the reduction of turbulent flow separation over
NACA 0015 airfoil equipped with leading-edge synthetic jet actuators (SJAs) is presented. A system
identification approach based on Nonlinear Auto-Regressive Moving Average with eXogenous inputs
(NARMAX) technique was used to predict nonlinear dynamics of the fluid flow and for the design of
the controller system. Numerical simulations based on URANS equations are performed at Reynolds
number of 106 for various airfoil incidences with and without closed-loop control. The NARMAX
model for flow over an airfoil is based on the static pressure data, and the synthetic jet actuator is
developed using an incompressible flow model. The corresponding NARMAX identification model
developed for the pressure data is nonlinear; therefore, the describing function technique is used
to linearize the system within its frequency range. Low-pass filtering is used to obtain quasi-linear
state values, which assist in the application of linear control techniques. The reference signal signifies
the condition of a fully re-attached flow, and it is determined based on the linearization of the original
signal during open-loop control. The controller design follows the standard proportional-integral
(PI) technique for the single-input single-output system. The resulting closed-loop response tracks
the reference value and leads to significant improvements in the transient response over the open-loop
system. The NARMAX controller enhances the lift coefficient from 0.787 for the uncontrolled case to
1.315 for the controlled case with an increase of 67.1%.
Keywords: NARMAX; control; lift; drag; NACA 0015; k-ε model

1. Introduction
Efficient and safe design of aircraft, missiles, propellers, turbines, compressors, automobiles, ships,
trains, and civil engineering structures depend to a far extent on an understanding of the nature of flow
around bodies (Gad-el-Hak [1]). Aircraft wings are typically evaluated according to their aerodynamic
performance, mainly measured in terms of lift to drag ratio. At high angles of attack, airfoils suffer
from flow separations and significant loss of aerodynamic performance.
Separation is defined as the detachment of the fluid flow from a solid surface. Whether caused by
an adverse pressure gradient, a geometric disruption, or by any other means, separation is generally
associated with significant thickening of a rotational flow region adjacent to the airfoil surface and by
an increase in the velocity component normal to the surface (Simpson [2]). Flow separation always
causes adverse effects on airfoil performance, such as reduced lift, increased drag, noise emissions,
and airfoil buffeting. This decrease in airfoil performance, which could lead to the stall regime, can be
avoided or delayed with the use of flow control techniques (Benard et al. [3]).
When the flow separation flow cannot be avoided, it is important to understand the effects of
separation on a specific design (Mable et al. [4]). In particular, aerospace researchers are continually
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searching for efficient methods to improve the aerodynamic efficiency of flight vehicles. The main goals
of flow control are to improve performance characteristics by avoiding a stall, reducing drag, enhancing
lift, and abating noise. The specific objectives of flow control are usually achieved through one of
the following: (1) delay or eliminate flow separation; (2) delay boundary layer transition; or (3) reduce
skin friction drag (Huebsch et al. [5]).
From an aerodynamic perspective, proper flow control schemes have the ability to manipulate
the flow and improve the performance features by reducing skin friction and form drag, increasing
lift, improving flight controllability and maneuverability, and providing significant savings in overall
fuel consumption. For example, maintaining laminar flow over the entire wing surface can reduce
total aircraft drag by as much as 15% (Schrauf [6]). In the commercial aircraft industry, overall drag
reduction of just 1% can lead to millions of dollars of saving in annual fuel costs (Huebsch et al. [5]).
The capability to actively or passively control the flow around an object to achieve an enhanced
performance is of great value (Joslin and Miller [7]). Various passive and active separation control
approaches have been tested with different degrees of success. Passive control techniques encompass
approaches that lead to geometric modifications to change the flow features, while active control
techniques utilize actuators to modify the flow and therefore require external energy (Cattafesta et al. [8]).
Passive flow control for aircraft wings includes leading-edge slats, trailing edge slotted flaps,
or a combination of the two. Another passive flow control device is the vortex generators, which are
relatively small rigid fixtures that are placed on the top surface of an airfoil. However, vortex generators
increase drag, and due to their nature of being fixed on the surface of the airfoil, they decrease
the efficiency of flight when they are not needed. Passive actuation also includes such devices as riblets,
spoilers, strakes, and steady suction or blowing.
Passive flow control methods have been a field of considerable interest since long ago and found
abundantly in the aerospace industry. The main merit of passive control over an active control is its
simplicity to implement, tendency to be lighter, less expensive to design and manufacture, and easier
to maintain. Hence passive control techniques are more likely to be used in real-world applications
(Williams et al. [9]). The passive control methods, however, may only be effective over a restricted range
of operating conditions. The system performance may even be deteriorated under certain conditions
with the use of passive control. The disadvantages of current designs are that they add mechanical
complexity to the wing design, take up the volume when not in use, add weight, and generate vibration
and noise. Likewise, since most engineering flows contain complex unsteady motions (instabilities,
turbulence), the ability of a passive device to control these unsteady motions is inherently limited.
Examples of passive flow control applications can be found in (Bechert et al. [10]; Fisher et al. [11];
Kaplanski et al. [12,13]; Hussainov et al. [14,15]).
Active flow control (AFC) is an enabling technology as fluid dynamics, controllers, actuators,
and sensors merge to form advanced control systems capable of modifying flow behavior under
challenging aerospace applications (Joslin and Miller [7]). Actuators and sensors become increasingly
more powerful, cheaper, and more reliable to be considered for practical applications (Noack et al. [16]).
AFC provides numerous advantages over passive methods. When not needed, active control devices
may be turned off, and they could also adjust to the changes in the flow conditions (Williams et al. [9]).
AFC technology typically used small, localized energy input to alter the flow. Active control can be
utilized to control dynamical flow patterns such as turbulence to reduce skin friction drag.
In boundary layers, the turbulence production mechanism is a complex series of dynamical events
associated with organized, near-wall streaks and their instabilities. This process results in sudden
bursts of low-momentum fluid away from the wall. Bushnell [17] reported that the correct phasing of
the control inputs with respect to the organized flow patterns could be the cause for the success of a
control algorithm. In this respect, Lumley and Blossey [18] described the applications of active control
of turbulent flow by modifying the production of turbulence.
Flow sensors need to be robust and not significantly alter the flow field that is measured. Flow
sensors should possess sufficient spatial and temporal resolution to accurately capture the relevant
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flow physics to be controlled (Cattafesta et al. [19]). For practical reasons, most flow sensors for AFC are
flush-mounted on a solid surface. Typically, at the solid surface, the wall pressure and/or skin friction
can be measured. For cases in which the wall pressure is important, there are many devices for
measuring pressure changes, which are essentially small microphones. Many flow sensors fall under
the categories of classical, optical, and Micro Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS). Some examples
of sensors for measuring wall shear stress include floating element sensors, hot films, and shear
stress crystals.
There are various ways to classify flow control actuators, including type (e.g., fluidic,
thermal, acoustic, and plasma), transduction scheme (piezoelectric, electromagnetic, electrodynamic,
and electrostatic), output form (constant blowing, constant suction, periodic excitation, and synthetic
jets) and structural design (shape memory alloys, MEMS, Nano-elements). The input to an actuator is
an electrical quantity that produces an output flow perturbation. The most critical design parameters
for active flow actuators are the control authority (or stroke) and the bandwidth. Unfortunately,
these two parameters conflict with one another. A rise in stroke usually led to decreased bandwidth
(Mathew et al. [20]). The design objective usually requires that the actuator generates sufficient stroke
over a range of frequencies to generate the appropriate control effects. Low power consumption, rapid
response, reliability, and low cost are appropriate characteristics of actuators.
Active control may be categorized as predetermined (open loop) or reactive (closed-loop).
Predetermined control includes the application of steady or unsteady energy input regardless of
the particular state of the flow with no need for sensors. Most cases of AFC require parameter
adjustments for flow conditions and occasionally real-time response using flow sensors. Closed-loop
flow control offers a promising alternative to passive (no power) and active open-loop (no sensing)
flow control approaches. It relies on small-scale powered actuators, forcing the flow dynamically
in response to a sensor signal transformed by control law. The key advantage of feedback control lies
in the ability of the controller to adapt to changes in exogenous parameters and to modify the dynamics
of the flow system.
Examples of steady jet control techniques can be found in the works of Wong and Kontis [21],
and Eldredge and Bons [22]. For the case of unsteady jet actuation, readers are referred to Shan et al. [23],
Seifert et al. [24], and Amitay and Glezer [25]. The steady or quasi-steady-state of increasing lift
enhancement and reducing drag at relatively low chord Reynolds number (typically <0.5 million)
were considered in these studies. Using periodic excitation that making use of natural flow instability
has the ability to overcome the efficiency barrier. Seifert et al. [26] reported that separation control
excitation, at frequencies somewhat higher than the vortex shedding frequencies, leads to 90–99%
saving of the momentum needed to achieve results in performance with steady blowing. Closed-loop
separation control has not yet received significant attention in experimental studies. In addition,
the characteristics of hardware needed (sensors, actuators, and real-time control systems) impose
significant limits on the complexity of the closed-loop control system (Billings and Leontaritis [27]).
Recently a variety of closed-loop separation control techniques have been developed for a wide
range of applications and geometries.
Nishizawa et al. [28] successfully conducted experiments on the NACA 0015 airfoil wing model to
control leading-edge separation using a closed-loop system composed of a flow-direction discriminator,
a simple control algorithm, and disturbance actuators. Later in 2005, Nishizawa et al. [29], designed
PID closed-loop controllers for both NACA 0015 and MEL001 airfoils flow separation control using
Micro Jet Vortex Generators (MJVG). Applications of MJVG on a MEL001 airfoil at Re = 104 to 105
gave an appreciable increase in the lift coefficient (Abe et al. [30]). An alternative suction/blowing
jet (ASBJ) was developed, and in a preliminary experiment, its drag reduction effect was observed
(Segawa et al. [31]).
Tian et al. [32] implemented an adaptive closed-loop to control flow over NACA 0025 airfoil
utilizing zero-net-mass flux (ZNMF) actuators. In another work, Tian et al. [33] also implemented
an adaptive disturbance rejection control algorithm with system identification using synthetic jet
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actuators and two dynamic pressure sensors. The objective was to minimize the unsteady pressure
fluctuations over the airfoil, which results in up to ~5 dB of power reduction and ~5× improvements
in the lift/drag ratio. Song et al. [34] used the same set-up with MIMO generalized predictive control
algorithm. The results showed 7× improvements in the lift/drag ratio with less computational cost
compared to Tian et al. [32].
Pinier et al. [35] used a proportional controller based on a low order model to control separation
on NACA 4412 airfoil using piezoelectric synthetic jet actuators. The unsteady pressure measurements
were used to estimate the proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) coefficients for the model. Later on,
Ausseur et al. [36] used the same set-up with different techniques of reduced-order modeling based
on a combined technique of Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and Linear Stochastic Estimations
(POD/LSE) and taking the estimated temporal coefficient of first POD mode as control candidate.
Becker et al. [37] conducted an experimental investigation on NACA 4412 airfoil using Single-Input
Single-Output SISO extremum seeking control using pulsed jet actuator over a two elements high lift
configuration. They extended it to the SISO slope seeking control to avoid saturation of the control
input. Finally, for more realistic 3-D flight configurations, span-wise MIMO slope seeking control
was used. The pressure gradient on the flap was used as the criterion for reattachment. For non-model
based adaptive control, slope seeking approach was developed as a new concept which involves
driving the output of a plant to a value corresponding to a guided slope of its reference-to-output
chart. The extremum seeking scheme is a special case of slope seeking in which the guided slope is
zero. Examples of closed-loop control algorithms for flow separation control can be found in the works
done by Allan et al. [38], Becker et al. [39], Henning and King [40], Becker and King [41], Duvigneau
and Visonneau [42], Bourgois [43], Cattafesta et al. [44], Cho et al. [45], Taira et al. [46], Benard et al. [47],
Luchtenburg et al. [48], Colonius et al. [49].
Most experiments on flow control have used a backward-facing step or different NACA airfoils.
A variety of actuators has been used, while sensors were mostly pressure transducers. Also, a large
variety of controllers were used. Most of the studies were at relatively low Reynolds (4 × 103 to 5 × 105 )
except that by Allan et al. [38], where the chord Reynolds number was 16 million.
Over the last few years, much attention from the fluid dynamic research community has been
given to the development of synthetic jet actuators (SJA) or “zero mass flux” devices. Also, SJAs are
preferable as they characterized by a small, low- energy, typically high-frequency actuators, in which
the operation is based on the concentrated input of energy at high receptivity regions of the flow field.
A variety of promising flow control applications based on synthetic jet actuators have been presented.
Numerous investigations on synthetic jet have shown that flow separation can be diminished or even
eliminated entirely (Tuck and Soria [50] Amitay and Glezer [51]; He et al. [52]; Amitay et al. [53];
Crook et al. [54]; Seifert and Pack [55]; Amitay et al. [56]; Smith et al. [57]; and Seifert et al. [26]).
Synthetic jets have also been used for separation control in inlet ducts (Amitay et al. [58]). SJAs were
also utilized on an unmanned aerial vehicle (Parekh et al. [59]), flight control on scaled models
(Ciuryla et al. [60]), as well as jet vectoring (Smith and Glezer [61]). Maldonado et al. [62] used SJA for
control of wind turbines’ vibrations. Chatlynne et al. [63] and Amitay et al. [64]) used the synthetic jets
for flow control over a 2-D airfoil at low angles of attack, where the flow is fully attached. Application
to 3-D configurations was reported by Farnsworth et al. [65].
Timor et al. [66] reported that in some cases using synthetic jets, considerable control forces were
exerted by cropping the trailing edge of an airfoil. These suggest the potential for replacing the classical
control surfaces (flaps, aileron, rudder) with AFC or at least improve their performance in terms
of control authority as well as frequency response. Darabi and Wygnanski [67,68] described their
investigations dealing with the transient flow attachment and separation in response to a synthetic
jet actuator.
And Amitay and Glezer [25,69]. More recently, Mathis et al. [70] performed a similar study using
a steady jet to provoke separation for enhancement of mixing. In the current research, we utilize SJA
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as an actuator and investigate the performance of the control system to modify the lift and drag of
2-D airfoils.
The ability to simulate aerodynamic flows utilizing Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
has advanced rapidly during the last several decades and has fundamentally changed the aerospace
design process. Recently, the increasingly crucial role of the CFD in the fields of analysis, design,
certification, and support of aerospace products has been described by many researchers. The utilization
of CFD codes has become standard engineering practice to examine flow physics around geometrically
complicated shapes (Jones and Clarke [71]). Advanced simulation capabilities of CFD codes do not only
enable reductions in ground-based and in-flight testing requirements, but also provide added physical
insight, enabling superior designs at reduced cost and risk, and open new frontiers in aerospace
performance (Slotnick et al. [72]). CFD codes provide numerical approaches for solving the governing
equations of the fluid motion, which are mainly the Navier-Stokes (N–S) or the Reynolds averaged
Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations.
An additional element stimulating new developments in AFC occurred in the 1990s when CFD
was used as a tool to explore new concepts in AFC. The CFD, coupled with the control theory,
proved to be a powerful combination leading to improved understanding of the flow physics.
Not only were numerical simulations useful in providing details about the flow, but they were more
amenable than experiments to the integration with modern control theory (Choi et al. [73], Kim [74]).
Application-oriented simulations for flow control was found to be useful for determining locations for
high receptivity to actuator and sensor placement, and for obtaining scaling information needed for
full-scale application.
Given the extensive computing requirements, it has been known that real-time solutions of
the Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations for control applications would not be feasible
in practical situations. The development of reduced-order models has enabled closed-loop flow
control to be implemented for many cases. Some non-model based control algorithms have attracted
attention as they alleviate the difficulties of modeling separated flow while achieving the control
goals. Methods used in the works reported by Banaszuk et al. [75], Becker et al. [40], Becker et al. [37],
Tian et al. [31], Tian et al. [32] and Benard et al. [47] are capable of “training” the excitation signals
to be most effective in terms of objective functions (i.e., pressure recovery, and lift-to-drag ratio).
The main drawback of these methods is that they work on the time-averaged objective functions
as they operate on a time scale that is much larger than that of the flow dynamics. For non-model
based flow control, the well-known system identification (ID) schemes are utilized to model the system
dynamics, including the actuator and unsteady surface pressure sensors. The system to be identified
includes the dynamics of the actuators, flow structures excited by SJA, and dynamics of the sensors.
Information contained in this system information is then utilized to predict the subsequent evolution
of the pressure fluctuations around the airfoil. An attractive scheme for discrete systems employed
in control applications is the NARMAX model, where the system output can be forecasted utilizing
the past input and output lags of the system. Chen and Billings [76] proposed the NARMAX approach
to represent the discrete nonlinear systems.
The NARMAX is a nonlinear autoregressive moving average model that can represent a broad
class of nonlinear systems. The approach provides the ability to construct the model sequentially
by determining the most critical term and then determining and adding the next important term,
and so on. Therefore, the model is constructed step by step until the desired accuracy is achieved
(Billings [77]). The NARMAX power-form polynomial identification of nonlinear systems offers
many advantages over other nonlinear difference equation structures (Liu [78]). The model has an
explicit recursion in the present output y(t), and it is suitable for modeling both the stochastic
and deterministic systems and is capable of describing a wide variety of nonlinear systems (Leontaritis
and Billings [79]). The resulting model is linear, which enables the application of well-established
parameter estimation techniques developed for linear system identification. Although NARMAX
is capable of describing a wide variety of nonlinear systems, it has been mainly used for control
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problems. The NARMAX representation provides an alternative to block-structured models (Liu [78]).
Several successful applications of polynomial NARMAX models were reported in the literature
demonstrating its application in system identification (Thomson et al. [80]; Swain et al. [81,82];
and Kukreja and Brenner [83]).
In the current study, the NARMAX approach is utilized to construct a feedback control subroutine
for flow separation on NACA 0015 airfoil with leading-edge SJA mounted at 10% chord length.
The purpose is to obstruct flow separation or stall by maintaining the flow attached to the surface
of the airfoil. Here, the flow model is built by using the synthetic jet velocity as input and pressure
as an output. Hence, it is suitable to construct a SISO system identification dynamic model directly via
parameter estimation of input-output data relationships.
With the NARMAX method, the Airfoil-SJA system is modeled in terms of the difference equations
relating the current output to combinations of inputs and past outputs.
The flow around the NACA 0015 airfoil was first modeled using the ANSYS-FLUENT code in a
series of studies. The airfoil geometry was constructed, and the computational domain was identified
and meshed. The boundary conditions were set, and the Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS)
equations were solved. The mesh independence studies were performed, and then the RANS
simulations were conducted, and the flow patterns around the airfoil at various incidence angles were
evaluated. Fluent simulation results were validated using experimental data obtained from wind
tunnel testing of flow over a model of 30 cm chord length and 40 cm span at Re = 106 . Simulation
results provided core information for the baseline case (no control) at AoA = 16◦ that used for
control purposes. In addition, the flows around the airfoil with synthetic jet actuators (SJAs) were
considered, and the RANS simulations were performed for the control-on cases when the synthetic jet
actuator was active. Information obtained from open-loop control was used to develop a closed-loop
control algorithm.
For implementing linear control, a NARMAX model for flow over airfoil based on the static
pressure data and the synthetic jet actuator was developed using the data from the incompressible flow
simulations results for cases with and without SJAs. The describing function technique was used for
linearization of the identified pressure signal within its frequency range, and then a low pass filtering
was used to provide quasi-linear state values (linear in plant/nonlinear in instrumentation), which
was used in the application of the quasi-linear control techniques. Quasi-linear control techniques
are similar to the linear control techniques and used in cases where the plant can be viewed as linear,
but the instrumentation, i.e., the actuators and sensors, cannot (Ching et al. [84]). The desired pressure
signal that signifies the condition of fully re-attached flow over the airfoil surface was selected based
on the linearized original pressure signal reported by the sensor during open-loop control.
The closed-loop control algorithm was designed and inspected in the MATLAB Simulink
environment. The controller design followed the standard proportional-integral (PI) approach
for single-input single-output systems. The results showed that the closed-loop response tracks
the reference value reasonably well and leads to significant improvements in the transient response
over the open-loop system. The NARMAX based controller enhanced the lift coefficient of the NACA
0015 airfoil at AoA = 16◦ from 0.787 for the uncontrolled case to 1.315 for the controlled case with an
increase of 67.1%.
2. Numerical Simulation of Flow over the NACA 0015 Airfoil
Flow over airfoils at high angles of attack and its control is quite complicated due to the flow
separation that leads to vortex shedding from both the leading and trailing edges of the airfoil
(Wu et al. [85]). Secondary and tertiary separations from the middle part of the airfoil upper surface
may also be induced, which makes the airflow field inherently unsteady. Therefore, understanding
the mechanisms of post-stall lift enhancement by unsteady controls, which requires careful numerical
simulations and detailed experimental studies, has attracted considerable attention.
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Motivated by these needs, in this study, a series of two-dimensional URANS simulations of airflow
around NACA 0015 airfoil are performed to study the separation control capabilities of synthetic jet
actuators. The effect of the actuators on the lift characteristics of the airfoil is investigated. A close
examination of the controlled and uncontrolled flow fields reveals the features of the airflow that
are difficult to observe via experimentation. The ANSYS-FLUENT software is used for the flow
simulations, while the MATLAB package is used for the analysis and design of the controller.
A MATLAB script is constructed to simulate the geometry of NACA 0015 airfoil
(Abbott, and Von Doenhoff [86]). The dataset for the NACA 0015 airfoil geometry (with 602 points
around the airfoil contour) together with the computational domain that was constructed surrounding
the airfoil is preprocessed by using the design modeler platform. Finally, the mesh generating tool
complementing the software package was used to generate the mesh around the NACA 0015 airfoil.
A structured 2-D C-grid topology of a semi-elliptical shape is used in the present work. In order to
attain a fully developed flow, the computational domain with semi-major diameter 43.5 c and semi-minor
diameter 10 c, where c is the chord length, is selected and utilized. The semi-elliptical shape of
the computational domain provides major advantages over the conventional rectangular and semicircle
upstream and rectangular downstream configurations. Dolle [87] recommended this mesh configuration
as it leads a considerable reduction in the needed number of cells in the mesh in the far-field, thus
allowing for the majority of the cells in the mesh to be concentrated around the airfoil.
The main benefit of this class of mesh is its easy adaptation. The same mesh can also be utilized for
different angles of attack by only shifting the tail part of the mesh at the airfoil trailing edge in accordance
with the specific angle of attack. To achieve this objective, it was made sure that the straight segment
of the elliptic domain has sufficient length to include the incoming flow for all inspected angles of
attack (Duvigneau and Visonneau [88]). The distance from the airfoil trailing edge to the downstream
pressure far-field boundary is 30 c. The majority of the mesh cells are clustered around the airfoil
surface. The domain with these adequately large dimensions was chosen to contain flow disturbances
created by the airfoil and to avoid unphysical reflections from the outer boundaries of the mesh.
Based on the 4-node quadrilateral elements structure, the grids constructed for this study has about
107,000 cells and 109,000 nodes. Refined quadrilateral cells were placed on top of the boundary layer
grid on the upper side and the lower side of the airfoil outline. In addition to this and in order to
capture flow features properly in the wake region, Dolle [87] recommended the utilization of a fine
grid with quadrilateral cells in these areas rather than other types of cells. The pressure far-field at
the fluid domain periphery, velocity-inlet at the SJA location, and wall at the airfoil surface were chosen
as boundary conditions during this simulation. Additionally, a velocity boundary condition modeled
by a sinusoidal function (in space and time) is developed to fulfill the perturbation effect of periodic jets
in the vicinity of the actuator. The schematic of the computational domain and location of the airfoil
with boundary conditions is shown in Figure 1.
In this paper, the realizable k-ε turbulence model is used for solving the Unsteady Reynolds
Average Navier–Stokes (URANS) equations for the simulation of flow around the NACA 0015
airfoil with and without synthetic actuators. The ANSYS-FLUENT code solves the equations of
conservation of mass and balance of momentum together with the transport equations of the realizable
k-ε turbulence model. In some cases, the mesh is adapted based on the static pressure gradient,
so the solver periodically refines the mesh in the vicinity of regions with substantial pressure variations.
A time-dependent pressure-based solver is used in the analysis. Air is treated as an ideal gas with
Sutherland Law for viscosity variation. A simple scheme with a Green-Gauss cell-based gradient
implicit formulation of pressure velocity coupling is used.
For a free stream velocity of 50 m/s, the flow Reynolds number based on the airfoil cord is
Re = 106 . Here the free stream ambient temperature is 300 K, the air density is ρ = 1.225 kg/m3,
and the air viscosity is µ = 1.7894 × 10−5 kg/ms. For these conditions, the airflow is treated as being
incompressible. A segregated, implicit solver is utilized to simulate the flow. The second-order
upwind differencing scheme is utilized for spatial discretization. For computing viscous flows,
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For reducing errors and uncertainties during the numerical solutions, the location of the airfoil
with respect to the computational domain boundaries was inspected using the potential flow theory.
For a free stream velocity of 50 m/s, the flow Reynolds number based on the airfoil cord is Re =
For6 capturing the flow physics over the surface of the airfoil, the mesh density was sufficiently
high for
10 . Here the free stream ambient temperature is 300 K, the air density is ρ = 1.225 kg/m3, and the air
evaluating the vortex shedding and boundary layer and separation.
viscosity is 𝜇𝜇 = 1.7894 × 10−5 kg/ms. For these conditions, the airflow is treated as being
For making sure that the computed aerodynamic results are independent of the grid size,
incompressible. A segregated, implicit solver is utilized to simulate the flow. The second-order
the density of the grid was increased until the negligible difference in solution is seen. Six different grid
upwind differencing scheme is utilized for spatial discretization. For computing viscous flows, the
resolutions were tested. At first, a coarse mesh with 415 nodes on the airfoil surface was constructed
second-order upwind differencing formulation offers several advantages
over a central-differencing
and inspected for lift and drag values at an angle of attack of 12◦ and two Reynolds numbers of 105
scheme6 (Anderson and Bonhaus and Anderson [89]). The temporal resolution with a fixed timeand 10 using the Realizable k-ε and the Spalart Allmaras turbulence models. The results obtained
stepping method with a time step size (∆t) is set at 0.000125 (s) was utilized. To secure a fully
for steady-state simulation were compared with the experimental data, and an error of 15% in the lift
converged solution based on chosen spatial
and temporal resolutions of the mesh, a convergence
coefficient at Reynolds
number of 105 was found. Then refined meshes with 484, 496, 584, 664,
−8
criterion of 1 × 10 is used for the continuity equation, x-velocity, and y-velocity, and maximum
and 725 nodes on the airfoil surface were constructed, and the grid independence study was conducted
iterations of 120 are used per time step. The code solves the coupled governing equations of fluid
for the same conditions stated for the coarse grid.
motion simultaneously and provides updating correction for the pressure values in iteration (Bakker
Results obtained from the six meshes show that the mesh with 584 nodes around the airfoil surface
[90]).
is quite sufficient to simulate the airflow around the airfoil with both values of lift coefficient and drag
For reducing errors and uncertainties during the numerical solutions, the location of the airfoil
coefficient not changing with a further increase of the number of nodes. The wall y+ values of the first
with respect to the computational domain boundaries was inspected using the potential flow theory.
grid used in the simulations of the flow around the NACA0015 airfoil vary in the range of 9.2–0.8
For capturing the flow physics over the surface of the airfoil, the mesh
density was sufficiently high
(size of the first cell height from the wall is in the range of 2.11 × 10−4 c–1.83 × 10−5 c). More details
for evaluating the vortex shedding and boundary layer and separation.
about the approach followed for the grid independence study with the use of six different meshes,
For making sure that the computed aerodynamic results are independent of the grid size, the
and the results obtained were reported by Obeid et al. [91].
density of the grid was increased until the negligible difference in solution is seen. Six different grid
resolutions were tested. At first, a coarse mesh with 415 nodes on the airfoil surface was constructed
and inspected for lift and drag values at an angle of attack of 12° and two Reynolds numbers of 105
and 106 using the Realizable k-ε and the Spalart Allmaras turbulence models. The results obtained
for steady-state simulation were compared with the experimental data, and an error of 15% in the lift
coefficient at Reynolds number of 105 was found. Then refined meshes with 484, 496, 584, 664, and

corresponding to a chord Reynolds number of 106 . Here the unsteady Reynolds averaged NavierStokes (URANS) simulations were performed. This figure shows that the average value of the lift
coefficient increases with the incidence angle up to about 13° and then decreases sharply. The lift
coefficient obtained from 2-D potential flow analysis using the panel method, the Large Eddy
Simulation
(LES) results of You and Moin [93] at Reynolds number of 106 in addition to experimental
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data of Rethmel [92] are also shown in this figure for comparison. The potential flow solution treats
the flow around the airfoil as inviscid and irrotational, and it represents an idealized case for
Figure 2 explores the results of mesh intensity inspection on the model prediction. In this figure,
extremely high Reynolds number flows (Joseph et al. [94]). The present URANS-realizable k-ε
the predicted lift coefficients for different numbers of grid points on the surface of the airfoil are plotted
turbulence model simulation results for the lift coefficient are quite close to the LES results of You
and compared with the experimental data. Figure 2 shows the lift coefficient values obtained by using
and Moin [95], as well as the experimental data of Rethmel [92]. It should be
mentioned that the slope
both the Spalart-Allmaras model and the Realizable k-ε model
at AoA = 12◦ and for two different cases
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙
of the lift curve for the idealized potential
flow case is
= 0.110 while the slope of the lift curve
of Reynolds numbers, (a) Re = 105 and (b) Re = 106 as𝜕𝜕αcompared with the experimental results of
obtained
from Itthe
study,
as mesh
well as
those
the earlier
numerical
andthe
experimental
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is current
seen that
for the
with
584for
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around
the airfoilresults
surface,
simulation
𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙
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for the
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are muchfor
closed
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= 0.101
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which
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incidence
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data,
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data for
both
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model,
however,
generally
about
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TheReynolds
maximum
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obtained
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the
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and
this
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for
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the subsequent simulations.

Figure 2.
Results of mesh intensity inspection for lift coefficient as predicted by
Figure
2. Results of mesh
intensity
inspection
for liftatcoefficient
predicted
the Spalart-Allmaras
and the
Realizable
k-ε models
AoA = 12◦asfor
(a) Re = by
105the
andSpalart-Allmaras
(b) Re =106 .
and the Realizable k-ε models at AoA = 12° for (a) Re = 105 and (b) Re =106.

Figure 3 shows the grid structure with 584 nodes around the airfoil surface. The mesh is densely
clustered toward the airfoil surface, and in cases with SJA, it is very fine in the vicinity of the synthetic jet.
In the numerical simulations, the jet velocity U j was modeled by a User_Defined_Function (UDF).
The influences of the jet velocity and frequency are discussed in Section 5 of this paper.
For verifying that the selected time step is appropriate for simulating the transient airflow around
the airfoil and also assuring that the mesh cells are not too small compared with the time step,
∆t was selected at least one order of magnitude smaller than the time taken by the flow to pass
the smallest mesh element in the system. The values of the Courant number within the domain were
inspected to make sure that they do not exceed a value of 20–40 in most sensitive transient regions of
the domain for obtaining stable and efficient simulations (Fluent lecture notes, 2010).
Simulations were conducted to determine the effects of pressure distribution on lift, drag,
and pitching moment and the behavior of stall for laminar and turbulent boundary layers. The airfoil
was tested at angles of attack ranging from 0◦ to 20◦ . Figure 4 presents the variation of the average lift
coefficient with the incidence angle for the case without control at free stream conditions corresponding
to a chord Reynolds number of 106 . Here the unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (URANS)
simulations were performed. This figure shows that the average value of the lift coefficient increases
with the incidence angle up to about 13◦ and then decreases sharply. The lift coefficient obtained
from 2-D potential flow analysis using the panel method, the Large Eddy Simulation (LES) results of
You and Moin [93] at Reynolds number of 106 in addition to experimental data of Rethmel [92] are
also shown in this figure for comparison. The potential flow solution treats the flow around the airfoil
as inviscid and irrotational, and it represents an idealized case for extremely high Reynolds number
flows (Joseph and Liao [94]). The present URANS-realizable k-ε turbulence model simulation results
for the lift coefficient are quite close to the LES results of You and Moin [93], as well as the experimental
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data of Rethmel [92]. It should be mentioned that the slope of the lift curve for the idealized potential
∂C
flow case is ∂αl = 0.110 while the slope of the lift curve obtained from the current study, as well
∂C

as those for the earlier numerical results and experimental data, is ∂αl = 0.101 for low angles of
attack, which remains constant for incidence angles up to about 11◦ . The maximum lift coefficient
obtained
the
works is 1.15 obtained at the angle of attack of α = 13◦ .
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Figure 4. Airfoil average lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack at chord Re = 106 (No-control case).

The slope of the lift curve for the idealized potential flow case is

𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑙𝑙
𝜕𝜕α

= 0.110. Figure 5 shows the

predicted variation of average drag coefficients with the angle of attack and gives a comparison with

coefficient data of Rediniotis [98] for the NACA 0015 at Re = 106, as well as the numerical simulations
of Shroeder [95] are also shown in this figure for comparison. For angles of attack less than 13°, it is
seen that the drag coefficients predicted by the Realizable k-ε model are in satisfactory agreement
with the experimental data and earlier numerical results.
The5,minimum
drag coefficient is obtained when the angle of attack zero. The drag coefficient
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then increases gradually with the incidence angle to the value of 0.038 at the stall condition. The slope
of the drag coefficient with respect to the angle of attack (𝜕𝜕𝐶𝐶𝑑𝑑 )/𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕, remains approximately constant
∂Cl
at around
0.003.
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Rediniotis [98] for the NACA 0015 at Re = 10 , as well as the numerical simulations of Shroeder [95]
beyond separation in the range of 14–17°, the present URANS-realizable k-ε turbulence model
are also shown in this figure for comparison. For angles of attack less than 13◦ , it is seen that the drag
simulation overestimates the experimental data and some of the earlier simulations for the drag
coefficients predicted by the Realizable k-ε model are in satisfactory agreement with the experimental
coefficient.
data and earlier numerical results.
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when the angle of attack zero. The drag coefficient then
3. NARMAX
Identification
of Flow
over an Airfoil
increases gradually with the incidence angle to the value of 0.038 at the stall condition. The slope of
In addition to providing basic physical features of the flow around the NACA 0015 airfoil at
the drag coefficient with respect to the angle of attack (∂Cd )/∂α, remains approximately constant at
various flight scenarios, CFD offers row data for various input-output relationships of the system.
around 0.003. At angles of attack beyond the stall, the drag coefficient enhances expeditiously with
The objective in this section is to develop a simple model that is capable of reproducing the dynamic
the incidence angle and reaches a value of 0.28 at α = 20◦ . At incidence angle α = 20◦ , the predicted
characteristics of the flow over an airfoil with the synthetic jet actuators. The system identification
drag coefficient is found more than seven-times the drag coefficient at the stall condition. After the stall
technique aims to develop models that approximate the dataset collected from input-output
)/∂α
condition,
the slope
of the
coefficient errors
with respect
to the
attack
angle (can
∂Cd be
increases
to a
relationships
with the
leastdrag
mean-squared
such that
good
predictions
made
(Billings
value
[77]).ofIn0.040.
this work, the synthetic jets produce a series of unsteady moment injection into the flow that
It is also noticed that the value of the drag coefficient obtained from the URANS simulations is
in general agreement with the earlier numerical of Schroeder [95] and experimental data of Sharma [97]
and Rediniotis [98] for angles of attack lower than the stall angle of 13◦ . For angles of attack beyond
separation in the range of 14–17◦ , the present URANS-realizable k-ε turbulence model simulation
overestimates the experimental data and some of the earlier simulations for the drag coefficient.
3. NARMAX Identification of Flow over an Airfoil
In addition to providing basic physical features of the flow around the NACA 0015 airfoil at various
flight scenarios, CFD offers row data for various input-output relationships of the system. The objective
in this section is to develop a simple model that is capable of reproducing the dynamic characteristics
of the flow over an airfoil with the synthetic jet actuators. The system identification technique aims to
develop models that approximate the dataset collected from input-output relationships with the least
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mean-squared errors such that good predictions can be made (Billings [77]). In this work, the synthetic
jets produce a series of unsteady moment injection into the flow that alters the flow dynamics. Therefore,
the flow system identification model aims to have synthetic jet velocity as input and static pressure
as an output. As a result, it is possible to build a Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) dynamical model
via parameter estimation of input-output data relationships. In this section, a SISO discrete-time
NARMAX model for the flow dynamics using URANS simulation data of flow around NACA 0015
is developed.
The NARMAX model describes the variable pressure output at a chosen downstream sensor
location under the influence of the synthetic jet actuators on the airfoil upper surface in terms of
difference equations. This model relates the current output to combinations of inputs and past outputs.
A NARMAX power-form polynomial model is fitted to SJA velocity and sensor pressure data at
the selected point and is used for predicting the pressure as a function of SJA velocity. Construction
of the NARMAX identification model contains the following steps: The first step is identifying
the model structure and which independent statistical variables (regressors) are to be used, followed
by the determination of the model coefficients associated with those model regressors (parameter
estimation). A combination of these two steps sometimes is referred to as the structure selection.
The third step in the process of the NARMAX construction is to inspect the accuracy of the model
using the model validation methods. The model validation indicates whether the model is unbiased
and correct or not. The fourth and the last step consist of the use of the validated model for prediction
of the output at some future times and verifying that the prediction is correct. One challenge associated
with this modeling process is to avoid over-fitting that might result from using either excessive time
lags or excessive nonlinear function approximations.
By following the steps mentioned above, the NARMAX modeling process will involve feedback
in the model-fitting approach. For instance, if the initial collection of the regressor terms of the model
is not large enough, then the algorithms will be unable to find the appropriate model. As a result,
the model validation process does not provide reasonable accuracy. In some cases, the validation
process can suggest what type of terms is missing. For improving the model accuracy, the estimation
process can then be repeated by including a wider range of independent statistical variables. Only when
the structure detection and all validation procedures are satisfied, then the model provides a good
representation of the system (Billings [77]).
The method of Orthogonal Least Squares (OLS) is used for parameter selection in this study.
In the OLS method, the contributions of each term in the model are measured based on an error
reduction ratio (ERR). The value of the ERR depends on the order of the terms in the regression
equation, and there is a possibility of leading to inaccurate estimated values. To resolve this issue,
the forward regression OLS is used, which is computationally more expensive. Also, users need to
decide the ERR value, but there are no specific criteria for this value. The number of terms to include
in the final model is determined through the implementation of information theory criteria such
as Bayesian information criterion (BIC), Akaike information criterion (AIC), and final prediction error
(FPE) (Billing and Leontaritis [99]).
The general formulation of The NARMAX model as introduced by Leontaritis and Billings [100]
is defined as:


p(k) = F[p(k − 1), p(k − 2), · · · · · · · · · p k − np ,
(1)
v(k − d), v(k − d − 1), · · · · · · · · · v(k − d − nv ), e(k − 1),
e(k − 2), · · · · · · · · · e(k − ne )
where p(k), v(k), and e(k) are the system output, input, and noise series, respectively; np , nv and ne are
the maximum lags for the system output, input, and noise; F[ ] is a nonlinear function, and d is a time
delay that can take any integer value, d ≥ 1, but d typically set to 1 and d = 1 is used. The model
essentially provides a correlation of the present predictions with past inputs, outputs, and noise terms.
In this paper, a polynomial-form for the nonlinear function in Equation (1) is implemented, neglecting
the noise terms.
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In the current study, the sampling time is selected in a way to hold all the frequency contents
of the input variable v(k). Since the Navier-Stokes equation governing the motion of airflow over
the airfoil contains terms of second-degree nonlinearity, the assumption made regarding the mapping
function exists on the model structure is to be a polynomial (difference equations) of second degree
of non-linearity as well. Second-degree polynomials represent the minimum nonlinearity and are
sufficient to approximate numerous dynamical systems. The pressure response is assumed to depend
on past pressure values and to have second-order dynamics so that the maximum time lags for p are
given by p(k − 2), and the time delays are also included in the input terms. All terms forming the model
are chosen by minimizing the error.
Taking these factors into account, the following discrete NARMAX equation is assumed,
p(k ) =

m
Pv1


 mPp1 p1 
 mPv2

 

p1
v1 +
v2 v k − nv2 v k − nv2
Cv1
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i
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p2
vp
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p k − ni +
Ci v k − ni p k − ni

(2)

i=1

where v(k) and p(k) are system input and output, respectively; mv1 and mp1 are the number of first
order input and output regressor terms (v(k − 1), v(k − 2) . . . , and p(k − 1), p(k − 2), . . . ), respectively;
p1
nv1
and ni are, respectively, the maximum lags for the system first-order input and first-order output
i
p2

regressor terms; nv2
and ni are, respectively, the maximum lags for the system second-order input
i
and second-order output regressor terms; mv2 and mp2 stand for the number of second order input
vp
and output regressor terms, respectively; mvp represents the number of coupled regressor terms; ni
stand for the maximum lags for the system coupled regressors, and the C’s in all terms in Equation (2)
stand for the individual regressor coefficients.
Examples for the notations describing the regressor coefficients used in Equation (2) are as follows:
Cv1
stands
for the coefficient associated with the 4th term of first-order regressors of the system input
4
v2
variable, C4 the coefficient associated with the 4th term of second-order regressors of the system input
p1

variable, C4 the coefficient associated with the 4th term of first-order regressors of the system output
p2

variable, C4 the coefficient associated with the 4th term of second-order regressors of the system output
vp
variable, and C4 the coefficient associated with the 4th term of combined regressors of (first-order
input and first-order output) of system variables.
A summary of the procedure utilized in estimating the parameters of function F of Equation (1)
is given by Leontaritis and Billings [100], Chiras et al. [101], Billings and Chen [102], Aguirre
and Billing [103], and Billings and Aguirre [104]. The model selection criteria are useful tools for
determining the number of terms to include in the final model. Several criteria have been proposed
in the identification community for selecting the parameter estimation procedure and for evaluating
the efficiency of the final model. These criteria count for estimating the amount of information lost when
adding new parameters. In this study, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike [105]), as well
as the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) (Akaike [105]) are used for the parameter estimation process
while the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) criterion (Nash and Sutcliffe [106]) is used for evaluating
the efficiency of the final model.
When fitting models, it is possible to increase the likelihood by adding parameters, but doing
so may result in over-fitting. Both the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC) are logarithmic-based criteria that are concerned in part, with the likelihood function
and the trade-off between the goodness of fit of the model and its simplicity. The AIC is mainly
dealing with the risk of over-fitting, as well as the threats of under-fitting problems. BIC is another
criterion that attempts to resolve over-fitting problems by introducing a penalty term for the number of
parameters in the model as the AIC does, but the penalty term is larger in BIC than in AIC. The model
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with the lowest BIC and the lowest AIC is considered
best+model.
Mathematically, AIC and BIC are
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where 𝑘𝑘 stands for the number of parameters used in the model, n is the number of observations
where k stands for the number of parameters used in the model, n is the number of observations
(sample size) and 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐸𝐸𝑘𝑘 is the sum of squared residuals.
(sample size) and SSEk is the sum of squared residuals.
The efficiency criterion NSE proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe for model evaluation is defined as
The efficiency criterion NSE proposed by Nash and Sutcliffe for model evaluation is defined
one minus the sum of the absolute squared differences between the predicted and observed values
as one minus the sum of the absolute squared differences between the predicted and observed values
normalized by the variance of the observed values during the period under investigation. That is NSE
normalized by the variance of the observed values during the period under investigation. That is NSE
is calculated using,
is calculated using,
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where 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) is the i-th observation for the data being evaluated, 𝑦𝑦�𝑖𝑖 (𝑘𝑘) is the i-th predicted value for
where y (k) is the i-th observation for the data being evaluated, e
y (k) is the i-th predicted value for
the data ibeing evaluated, 𝑦𝑦�(𝑘𝑘) is the mean value of observed data ifor the data being evaluated, and
the data being evaluated, y(k) is the mean value of observed data for the data being evaluated, and n
𝑛𝑛 is the total number of observations. The range of NSE lies between −∞ ≤ 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 ≤ 1 with NSE = 1
is the total number of observations. The range of NSE lies between −∞ ≤ NSE ≤ 1 with NSE = 1
corresponding to the perfect fit. The 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 values between 0.0 and 1.0 are generally viewed as
corresponding to the perfect fit. The NSE values between 0.0 and 1.0 are generally viewed as acceptable
acceptable levels of performance, whereas negative values indicate that the mean observed value is
levels of performance, whereas negative values indicate that the mean observed value is a better
a better predictor than the predicted value, which indicates the unacceptable performance of the
predictor than the predicted value, which indicates the unacceptable performance of the model.
model.
For providing additional information on the NARMAX model construction and model features,
For providing additional information on the NARMAX model construction and model features,
two examples are discussed here. The first example is concerned with the cornerstones of the NARMAX
two examples are discussed here. The first example is concerned with the cornerstones of the
construction and explains some performance features of the model. In particular, this example discusses
NARMAX construction and explains some performance features of the model. In particular, this
the effects of synthetic jet excitations on model construction. The second example focuses mainly on
example discusses the effects of synthetic jet excitations on model construction. The second example
the NARMAX model performance due to changes in main flow parameters.
focuses mainly on the NARMAX model performance due to changes in main flow parameters.
In the first example, the observed static pressure time series on the airfoil upper surface at a
In the first example, the observed static pressure time series on the airfoil upper surface at a
point at 30% chord length from the leading edge was recorded at the sensor location for 120,000
point at 30% chord length from the leading edge was recorded at the sensor location for 120,000 time
time steps duration. Here the free stream velocity, U = 50 m/s, the mean jet velocity measured
steps duration. Here the free stream velocity, 𝑈𝑈∞ = 50∞m/s, the mean jet velocity measured at midat mid-point in slot width, U = 35 m/s, the velocity ratio, Vr =U j /U∞ = 0.7, and the synthetic jet
point in slot width, 𝑈𝑈𝑗𝑗 = 35 j m/s, the velocity ratio, 𝑉𝑉𝑟𝑟 = 𝑈𝑈𝑗𝑗 /𝑈𝑈
∞ = 0.7, and the synthetic jet was
was operating at 250 Hz. The jet driving frequency is constant at 250 Hz, and the jet velocity used as an
operating at 250 Hz. The jet driving frequency is constant at 250 Hz, and the jet velocity used as an
input in the NARMAX construction was a sinusoidal signal. A sample output static pressure signal at
input in the NARMAX construction was a sinusoidal signal. A sample output static pressure signal
the senor point used in the model construction is shown in Figure 6.
at the senor point used in the model construction is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. The output static pressure signal as obtained from numerical simulations and used
Figure 6. The output static pressure signal as obtained from numerical simulations and used in the
in the NARMAX construction.
NARMAX construction.

The pressure data were obtained using a (non-dimensional) time step of ∆t = 0.000125,
The pressure data were obtained using a (non-dimensional) time step of ∆𝑡𝑡 = 0.000125, and the
and the sampling rate for the recording was ∆ts = ∆t = 0.000125. The pressure recording started at
sampling rate 6for the recording was ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = ∆𝑡𝑡 =0.000125.
The pressure recording started at 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 =2.4
6 ∆t. Overall,
to =6 2.4 × 10 ∆t and ended at tfinal = 2.52×10
120,000 pressure data were collected.
6
× 1 0 ∆𝑡𝑡 and ended at 𝑡𝑡final = 2.52×1 0 ∆𝑡𝑡 . Overall, 120,000 pressure data were collected. The
The starting time to , the sampling rate ∆ts and recoded data simulation period are all chosen to reach a
starting time 𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑜 , the sampling rate ∆𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 and recoded data simulation period are all chosen to reach a
steady-state pressure pattern. Typically, 60% of the pressure time series was used for training, while
steady-state pressure pattern. Typically, 60% of the pressure time series was used for training, while
40% are used for validation purposes. The model structure was chosen following the procedure
explained in Leontaritis and Billings [102] and the information criteria discussed above.

observed data and the predicted one. Therefore, Figure 7a is used to select the best (optimum) model
in each model class (with the same structure). For each class, the best model is the one with minimum
AIC or BIC for the validation series. This figure shows that the criterion AIC index decreasing with
increasing the number of parameters until it reaches its minimum value and then starts to increase
when2020,
additional
parameters are added. That means adding more parameters decreases the amount
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of information lost between the observed and the predicted data initially. After adding a certain
number of parameters up to an optimal number, the amount of information loss will tend to increase.
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Figure 7. (a) Variation of AIC and BIC with the NARMAX total number of parameters. (b) Variation of
Figure 7. (a) Variation of AIC and BIC with the NARMAX total number of parameters. (b) Variation
NSE efficiency with the NARMAX total number of parameters.
of NSE efficiency with the NARMAX total number of parameters.
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The maximum NSE efficiency reported is 89.65% for both the estimation and validation series when
the total number of parameters TNP = 19.
Figure 7 also shows the trend of variation of NSE with the increasing number of parameters is
opposite to the variation of the AIC (BIC) index, which shows a continuous decrease until the optimal
number of parameters is reached and then increases. Since the estimation series is the fitting series,
an increment in the number of parameters consistently results in a better fit for the series.
Not so for the validation series. The validations of NSEs indicate fairly good fits and predictions
from the selected models.
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It is seen from Figure 7 that the optimum number of parameters is 19, including a constant term
(an intercept). It is important to note that while the full regressor terms number 35, only 19 were found
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The time-domain response of the observed and predicted pressure signals for the case with 250
250 Hz of synthetic jet actuation is shown in Figure 8. The Figure also presents the absolute difference
Hz of synthetic jet actuation is shown in Figure 8. The Figure also presents the absolute difference
reported between the observed and estimated pressure signals |PCFD − PNARMAX | versus time for
reported between the observed and estimated pressure signals |𝑃𝑃𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 − 𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 | versus time for the
the best model of pressure identification. In part (a), the pressure
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best model of pressure identification. In part (a), the pressure outputs of the simulation (blue), and
and the identified model (red) for the pressure signal recorded at the sensor location were plotted
the identified model (red) for the pressure signal recorded at the sensor location were plotted against
against time. It is clearly seen that both the observed and predicted pressure signals have roughly
time. It is clearly seen that both the observed and predicted pressure signals have roughly identical
identical periodic features. Each fluctuates between a minimum value and a maximum peak value
periodic features. Each fluctuates between a minimum value and a maximum peak value and the
and the time domain responses show that the NARMAX model matches the URANS simulation results
time domain responses show that the NARMAX model matches the URANS simulation results
successfully in the steady-state with small differences appear in the proximity of the peaks. Part (b) of
successfully in the steady-state with small differences appear in the proximity of the peaks. Part (b)
Figure 8 indicates that the absolute difference in the pressure series is also periodic and fluctuates with
of Figure 8 indicates that the absolute difference in the pressure series is also periodic and fluctuates
a very small amplitude.
with a very small amplitude.
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Figure 9 compares the moving averages of𝑁𝑁the pressure response as obtained from the CFD with
𝑖𝑖=0
that evaluated from NATMAX prediction for an SJA frequency of 250 Hz. The difference in the mean
Figure
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The moving average in each case uses 200 data points for evaluating the mean value.
pressure is of the order of 1.3% during the transition and about 0.7% when the steady-state is reached.
The moving average in each case uses 200 data points for evaluating the mean value.
For investigating the frequencies associated with both observed (CFD) and estimated
(NARMAX) pressure signals shown in Figure 8a and their relationship to the jet driving frequency
(250 Hz), the power spectrum analysis was conducted using the fast-Fourier-transform functions in
MATLAB. The corresponding results are as shown in Figure 10. For identifying the frequencies of the
original baseline flow and those of the controlled flow with the synthetic jet actuation, the power
spectrum of the pressure signal for the baseline case (without actuation) is also added to Figure 10.
This figure has two horizontal axes; one is a frequency in (Hz), and the other is the Strouhal number
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typically stronger than those associated with the controlled case. There is also a dominant frequency

at 253 Hz (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 1.518) associated with the synthetic jet signal for the controlled flow that does not
appear in the baseline signal. There are other frequencies associated with the baseline signal with
much weaker strength at 18 Hz (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.108), and 127 Hz (𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 0.762) with power in the range (105–
106) Pa2/Hz, which were found to be suppressed due to actuation.
According to Mittal and Kotapati [107], there are at least three natural frequencies in a separated
airfoil flow. These are the well-known wake frequency, 𝑓𝑓𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 , due to the flow global instability and
caused by Kármán vortex shedding, a shear frequency, 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz-type
instability of the separated boundary layer, and if the flow does reattach before the airfoil trailing
edge, a third frequency scale 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 , corresponding to the separation bubble. Colonius et al. [48] showed
that for a fully separated flow over the entire suction surface, the airfoil behaves as a bluff body, the
vortex shedding occurs at 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 ≈ 0.15–0.2. Instabilities in shear layers were reviewed by Ho and
Huerre [108] who reported a shear Strouhal number of 𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≅ 0.032 for laminar flows, and
𝑆𝑆𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 ≅ 0.044–0.048 for turbulent flows. The shear Strouhal number is defined using the
momentum thickness as the length scale. Addition discussion of post-stall flows was reported by Wu
et al. [109]. It is seen that the frequencies provided by the power spectrum analysis of the baseline
flow in the current study are in the range of the wake vortex shedding and shear frequencies.
There have also been many studies on the uncontrolled flow characteristics of the NACA 0015
airfoil, including identification of the key flow frequency content. Synthetic jet actuators are then used
at the identified frequencies of the shear layer and wake for flow separation control. Earlier results
reported in the literature revealed that for the NACA 0015 airfoil at Re = 106 , the optimum nondimensional jet driving frequency is in the range of 0.3 ≤ 𝐹𝐹 + ≤ 4 (Seifert et al. [24], Sharma [97], and
Tuck et al. [49]). Here the non-dimensional jet frequency is defined as,
𝑓𝑓𝑗𝑗 𝑐𝑐
(7)
Figure 10. Comparison of the power spectra of pressure
signals. (a) Baseline flow (uncontrolled)
𝑈𝑈∞ signals.
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2
with power intensity higher than 10 Pa /Hz. It is also seen that the baseline pressure signal has higher
the same as those for flow excitation with a frequency of 250 Hz. In the case with 850 Hz excitation,
it is found that the model coefficients changed, and the NSE efficiency dropped by 2%. For the same
flow with 1200 Hz excitation, it is found that for an optimal model structure, the total number of the
model regressors should be increased to 21 parameters with the addition of one first-order regressor
and one second-order regressor, and the efficiency also drops by 2%.
The second interesting example is for the case in which the effects of variations in basic flow
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strength compared with the case for the controlled flow. Examination of these power spectra at a lower
intensity (not shown in this figure) indicates that there are other frequencies associated with these
two signals at 150 Hz (St = 0.9), 198 Hz (St =1.188), 299 Hz (St =1.794), and 327 Hz (St = 1.962) that
are in the range of (106 –107 ) Pa2 /Hz. Again the baseline flow frequencies are typically stronger than
those associated with the controlled case. There is also a dominant frequency at 253 Hz (St = 1.518)
associated with the synthetic jet signal for the controlled flow that does not appear in the baseline
signal. There are other frequencies associated with the baseline signal with much weaker strength
at 18 Hz (St = 0.108), and 127 Hz (St = 0.762) with power in the range (105 –106 ) Pa2 /Hz, which were
found to be suppressed due to actuation.
According to Mittal and Kotapati [107], there are at least three natural frequencies in a separated
airfoil flow. These are the well-known wake frequency, fwake , due to the flow global instability
and caused by Kármán vortex shedding, a shear frequency, fshear , due to the Kelvin-Helmholtz-type
instability of the separated boundary layer, and if the flow does reattach before the airfoil trailing edge,
a third frequency scale fsep , corresponding to the separation bubble. Colonius et al. [48] showed that
for a fully separated flow over the entire suction surface, the airfoil behaves as a bluff body, the vortex
shedding occurs at St ≈ 0.15–0.2. Instabilities in shear layers were reviewed by Ho and Huerre [108]
who reported a shear Strouhal number of Stshear  0.032 for laminar flows, and Stshear  0.044–0.048 for
turbulent flows. The shear Strouhal number is defined using the momentum thickness as the length
scale. Addition discussion of post-stall flows was reported by Wu et al. [109]. It is seen that
the frequencies provided by the power spectrum analysis of the baseline flow in the current study are
in the range of the wake vortex shedding and shear frequencies.
There have also been many studies on the uncontrolled flow characteristics of the NACA 0015
airfoil, including identification of the key flow frequency content. Synthetic jet actuators are then
used at the identified frequencies of the shear layer and wake for flow separation control. Earlier
results reported in the literature revealed that for the NACA 0015 airfoil at Re = 106 , the optimum
non-dimensional jet driving frequency is in the range of 0.3 ≤ F+ ≤ 4 (Seifert et al. [24], Sharma [97],
and Tuck and Soria [50]). Here the non-dimensional jet frequency is defined as,
F+ =

fj c
U∞

(7)

where f j is the jet actuation frequency (Hz), c is the chord length, and U∞ is the free stream velocity
(Kim [110]). Note that the non-dimensional jet frequency is the same as the Strouhal number for jet
frequency.
Figure 10b compares the power spectra of the observed (CFD) and predicted (NARMAX) pressure
signals shown in Figure 8a with the SJA activated at a frequency of 250 Hz. Here the maximum power
level in the graph was reduced by two orders of magnitude so that additional frequencies, including
the actuation frequency, can be seen. It is seen that the power spectrum of the predicted signal matches
with the power spectrum of the observed signal. Figure 10 shows that both CFD and NARMAX signals
have dominant frequencies at 49 Hz (St = 0.294), 98 Hz (St = 0.588), 150 Hz (St = 0.9), 198 Hz (St =1.188)
and 253 Hz (St =1.518). The first four frequencies are related to the vortex shedding associated with
the baseline flow, while the last frequency is related to the jet actuation at 250 Hz. It is also concluded
that the NARAMAX model is capable of capturing the frequency contents of the static pressure signal.
Further discussions on the effects of the excitation frequency on the magnitude of response frequencies
of the shear layer and wake are provided in Section 6.2 of this paper.
The influence of variations of the synthetic jet excitation frequency on the model parameters
and the controlled flow structures was also studied. The same procedure of NARMAX construction is
repeated for flow with synthetic jet frequencies of 850 Hz and 1200 Hz. The regressor terms are kept
the same as those for flow excitation with a frequency of 250 Hz. In the case with 850 Hz excitation,
it is found that the model coefficients changed, and the NSE efficiency dropped by 2%. For the same
flow with 1200 Hz excitation, it is found that for an optimal model structure, the total number of
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the model regressors should be increased to 21 parameters with the addition of one first-order regressor
and one second-order regressor, and the efficiency also drops by 2%.
The second interesting example is for the case in which the effects of variations in basic flow
parameters on the NARMAX structure are investigated. Impacts of both the external flow conditions
and the flow forcing variations on the NARMAX structure are examined. The airfoil-SJA system is set at a
fixed incidence angle while the jet frequency is fixed at 850 Hz. More precisely, the influences of changes
in the free stream velocity and, consequently, the effects of momentum coefficient (velocity ratios)
changes on the model parameters and estimation error with the fixed model structure are discussed.
In order to compare the results, a reference model structure is constructed. Here the “reference model”
refers to the case that the same model regressor terms (model predictors) are used in identifying
other flows.
Three different free stream velocities at U∞ = 35 m/s, 50 m/s and 65 m/s were used. The mean
synthetic jet velocity was kept a constant at 50 m/s. The variation in the flow forcing amplitude is
quantified either by using the velocity ratio, Vr or the momentum coefficient Cµ (Lavoie [111]). The jet
momentum coefficient, Cµ has been defined in several ways in the literature. In this work, the jet
momentum coefficient is defined as introduced by Gressick in Maldonado et al. [112]. That is,
2
Cµ = 2ρ j U2j b/ρo U∞
c

(8)

where ρ j is the jet fluid density, ρo is the free stream fluid density, U∞ is the free stream velocity, U j is
the average jet velocity measured at mid-point in slot width, b is the SJA slot width, and c is the airfoil
chord length. (In the present study ρ j = ρo as the air is assumed incompressible.) The available
literature indicates that the momentum coefficient ratios Cµ of at least 0.002 are required to affect
the flow.
The external flow conditions used are equivalent to the Reynolds numbers of Re = 7 × 105 , Re = 106
and Re = 1.3 × 106 . The SJA actuator used has a slot width b = 2.7 mm extended into the left and right
sides of the slot center. The jet fluid density ρ j and the free stream fluid density is assumed identical
in all cases. Therefore, the values of the jet momentum coefficient corresponding to these conditions
are Cµ = 0.0367, 0.0180, and 0.0125, and the values for the velocity ratio are, respectively, Vr = 0.7, 1.0,
and 1.30.
The reference NARMAX model taken in this study is the one that was constructed to identify
the pressure signal recorded at the airfoil upper surface point at a 30% chord length position measured
from the leading edge and at free stream velocity of 50 m/s (Re = 106 ). This model was constructed
using 8 first-order regressors, 24 s-order regressors, and 12 coupled regressors with two backward time
steps in pressure, and 6 backward time steps in velocity. Therefore, the reference model consists of 44
total number of regressors, excluding an intercept.
When these 44 regressors utilized as basic constituent regressors to construct NARMAX models
for the identification pressure series at U∞ = 35 m/s and U∞ = 65 m/s respectively, each of the model
coefficients found changes monotonically as the free stream velocity increases, while the Nash-Sutcliffe
NSE varies slightly. The model coefficients were found changing for different free stream velocities.
The physical interpretation of this is that the physical behavior of the fluid system is at least consistent
within the range of given free stream velocities such that each parameter may be described as simple
functions of free stream velocity.
The jet frequency is changed to cover a wide range of frequencies from 50 Hz to 1000 Hz
with a 50 Hz step. The mean pressure corresponding to each actuation frequency was reported.
The variations of the mean pressure at the sensor location as a function of the jet frequency for different
free stream velocities are shown in Figure 11 (thick lines). This figure also shows a comparison
between the identified static pressure signals (thin lines) and URANS simulation results (thick lines) for
the same operating conditions. It is seen that the responses of this NARMAX model for different free
stream velocities and various synthetic jet frequencies are in good agreement with the corresponding
simulation results.
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The independent variables in the control problem are those imposed independently. This set
includes but not limited to the free stream velocity, U∞ , the airfoil incidence angle, α, the size of the SJA
slot width, b, the chord-wise location of the slit of the synthetic jet, x j /c, and the inclination angle of
synthetic jets with the horizontal direction, ψ The dependent variables are all parameters of the flow
and thermal field that depend on the independent variables and many of which can be measured.
This set may include one (or more) of the following properties: pressure, velocity, density, temperature,
turbulence intensities, wall fluxes, lift and drag forces. In the present problem, the control variables are
the amplitude of the synthetic jet velocity and the actuation frequency of synthetic jets.
Considerable amount of information on the synthetic (zero-net-mass flux) jets, their formation,
evolution, and the mechanisms of their interaction with different flows were reported in the literature.
The mechanism by which synthetic jets restrain the flow separation over an airfoil can be briefly
explained as follows: Synthetic jets actuators introduces vortices into the boundary layer over the airfoil.
These vortices cause the high momentum from the outer edge of the boundary layer to transfer to
the near-wall region producing favorable pressure gradients and preventing the boundary layer flow
from being detached from the surface. Motivated by the wide range of benefits offered by synthetic
jets in controlling the flow separation, a synthetic jet actuator is selected for the active flow control
in this study.
The synthetic jet actuator has the advantage of generating zero-net-mass flux, which facilitates
both the fabrication and installation of the actuator. The jet velocity, however, produces periodic
velocity configuration. Therefore, the control variables are the amplitude and frequency of the synthetic
jet. The possible ways to modify the excitation signal is by introducing amplitude or frequency
modulations or by operating the actuator in burst mode, i.e., switching on and off the actuator for
prescribed periods (Benard & Moreau [113]). Frequency modulation of synthetic jet excitation signal
on flow control problems is found more beneficial when targeting flow structures of high frequencies.
In order to widen the range of effective flow control to include flow structures with low frequencies,
the use of a synthetic jet actuator operating at a high resonant frequency with the amplitude modulation
is recommended. In the case of bursting mode, the ratio of time the actuator is turned “on” to
the total time between consecutive turnings “on” instants defines the duty cycle and effectively acts
as the excitation frequency of the actuator.
In this study, the control objective is to maintain the maximum mean surface pressure at the sensor
location (Point B in Figure 12) by the synthetic jet actuators despite the variation of the free stream
velocity. At the constant incidence angle of the airfoil, α, the size of the SJA slot width, b, the chord-wise
location of the slit of the synthetic jet, x j /c and the inclination angle of synthetic jets with respect to
the horizontal, ψ, the free-stream velocity is found to be a key parameter that affects the synthetic jet
actuation. The surface static pressure at the sensor location on the airfoil is given as,


p ( t ) = f f j ( t ) , U j ( t ) , U∞

(9)

where f j is the SJA frequency, U j is the synthetic jet velocity and U∞ is the free-stream velocity.
The controller’s objective is to get the maximum (absolute) mean pressure for varying the free stream
velocity variations for a fixed SJA velocity. Thus, the average pressure value p becomes the controlled
variable. In this study, the jet velocity is assumed to be constant, and only the jet frequency is varied.
For generating variable jet frequency, the actuator operates in frequency modulation mode
and the jet frequency fj is a function of time. More information about frequency modulation by
the actuator was reported by (Kim [110]).
5. Modeling of Synthetic Jet Actuators
The synthetic jet actuators (SJA) have been used extensively for active flow control. The synthetic
jet flow is generated by the vibration of a membrane or a diaphragm that sucks and ejects air through a
narrow nozzle. SJAs can be developed with an electromagnetic driver, a piezoelectric driver, or even
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a mechanical driver such as a piston. The unique feature distinguishing SJAs from other devices is
that the jets provided by these devices are created by the periodic suction and blowing of air so that
momentum is transferred to the flow no net mass addition. In that sense, synthetic jets are widely
known as “zero-net-mass flux flow” devices. An SJA operates in a stand-alone manner without any
extra piping or fluidic packages and thus can be simply fabricated and easily integrated into fluid
systems (Glezer and Amitay [114]).
To simulate the oscillatory momentum fluxes generated by the SJA to energize the boundary layer
flow, an SJA with a slot width of 2.7 mm flush-mounted with the airfoil upper surface at 10% chord
length from the leading edge is selected in this study. The actuator is placed in a way that its injection
line is at 30◦ with the airfoil tangent line. A wall-normal velocity condition with a spatial waveform
F(s) is given to the jet velocity. The corresponding velocity components are given by:


u j (x, y = 0, t) = 0, 0 < x/(b) < 1v j (x, y = 0, t) = U j F(s)sin 2π f j t

(10)

where x denotes the stream-wise direction tangential to a surface measured from the left edge of
a jet slot, y the cross-stream direction normal to a surface and u j and v j are the velocities for x
and
respectively. Here b is the synthetic jet slot width. The temporal configuration,
 y directions,

sin 2π f j t ), which represents the periodic excitation of synthetic jets, leads to the zero net mass flux
in the time-average sense.
Although there are various forms of spatial SJA velocity profiles (along slot width) that were
discussed in the literature, four forms are considered most popular. These are the top hat, parabolic,
sinusoidal, and sine squared profiles. In this work, the half-sine spatial velocity profile of SJA
is considered, while the temporal part is given by sinusoidal periodic motions with frequencies
in the range of 0.5 ≤ F+ ≤ 1.5, where the reduced jet actuation frequency is as defined in Equation (7).
The resultant wall-normal velocity component for synthetic jets is
  

πx
v j (x, y = 0, t) = U j sin
sin 2π f j t for 0 < x/(b) < 1
b

(11)

where U j is the average jet velocity measured at mid-point in slot width, which is taken as 50 m/s
in this study, b is the SJA slot width which is taken 2.7 mm, ψ is the angle formed by jet flow line
and the horizontal direction which is taken as 30◦ .
An incompressible flow model for SJA in quiescent flow was suggested by Tang et al. [115]
and verified experimentally by Sharma [116]. This model relates the motion of the synthetic jet actuator
diaphragm to the power supply driving the actuator. According to this model, the instantaneous space
averaged velocity at the orifice exit can be described as a function in the jet amplitude, U j and the jet
frequency, f j . Mathematically, this velocity can be expressed as
"Z t
#
v = U j sin
2π f j (τ)dτ

(12)

0

This approximate model valid for values of f j (t) > 0 at all times.
6. Feedback Controller Design and Performance
The main objective of the current work is to develop a control algorithm aiming for improving
the aerodynamic performance of the airfoil. At relatively high incidence angles, the airfoil’s natural
behavior leads to a separated flow. Generally, to ensure that separated flow is reattached to the airfoil
surface, an “actuator” is used to perturb the airflow that works as a “controller.” The objective here is
to design a control system that analyzes the errors between measured pressure values and the desired
pressure value and then actuate to minimize these errors.
To design a closed-loop controller to suppress flow separation over NACA 0015 airfoil at
AoA = 16◦ , a reference (desired) average pressure signal is taken from the airfoil upper surface based
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on open-loop control performance of the system at the state corresponding to a fully re-attached flow.
The closed-loop control algorithm works on minimizing the differences in the sensor average pressure
signal and the reference value. The control objective is to maintain the maximum mean surface pressure
at sensor location (B) in Figure 11 using the synthetic jets (actuator) despite the variation of free stream
velocity. This objective would be fulfilled by minimizing the error between the measured pressure
and the desired one. The controller has the authority over the synthetic jet actuation frequency at
point (A), with the downstream pressure at point (B) is utilized as a feedback signal for the controller.
The difficulties of this control problem arise from the sinusoidal nature of the actuator pulsations
as well as the nonlinear flow dynamics. As mentioned before, to secure the basic feature of synthetic jets
(zero-net-mass flux), the actuator cannot produce an arbitrary waveform of the jet velocity. The velocity
profile is restricted to a periodic waveform; therefore, possible control variables are the SJA airflow
amplitude and frequency. In this study, the SJA airflow amplitude is a constant, and the frequency is
treated as the control variable.
The SJA pulsation generates and oscillatory flow. Therefore, the pressure output at the sensor
location (over the airfoil surface) also oscillates periodically. To avoid the challenge of dealing with
the high-frequency signal, the mean pressure p, instead of the instantaneous pressure, p is used for
the control. A moving-average-type filter using N data points, as given by Equation (6), was first
applied to extract the mean pressure. Although the moving average is a method to smooth data with a
small number of data points, the results in this study revealed that a larger number of data is necessary
to effectively suppress the oscillatory components. It was also found that the moving average has a
slow transition until the steady-state is reached.
In this study, an infinite impulse response (IIR) low-pass filter (fourth-order Butterworth low-pass
filter) is used to obtain the DC component of pressure at zero frequency (which is equivalent to
the average of the signal). Such low-pass filtering requires only a small number of data points
and provides a fast transient response. The stop frequency of the low-pass filter is maintained to
be less than or equal to the lower bound of the synthetic jet frequency, following suggestions of
Kugelstadt [117].
The controller design requires a frequency response analysis of the Airfoil-SJA system; however,
the nonlinear features of the system prevent a direct frequency analysis. Instead, the describing
function approach is proposed here to analyze the DC component (quasi-linear) frequency response of
the Airfoil-SJA system (NARMAX model) to the sinusoidal inputs. In addition, the describing function is
used to predict a limit cycle oscillation (Taylor [118,119], Schwartz and Gran [120]). Since the describing
function provides a quasi-linear model for the nonlinear system whose linearity extent depends on
the type of input, the sinusoidal input describing function (SIDF) is used in this work.
As the name implies, the SIDF represents an approximate mathematical technique of linearization
used in limit cycle analysis for nonlinear systems subjected to a sinusoidal input. The basic idea
behind SIDF is that given the sinusoidal input to the nonlinear system, all high frequencies associated
with the output of that nonlinear system can be ignored (filtered out) compared with only one
fundamental (low) frequency component. Slotine and Li [121] proposed this type of low-pass
filtering. Results obtained from the frequency response analysis for the pressure signal before and after
the low-pass filtering play an important role in the controller design. The describing function allows
predicting a limit cycle performance for the identified signal within a certain frequency range. Thereby
the low-pass filter works to preserve a DC component of the pressure signal, which is then used as a
feedback signal (Kim [122]).
6.1. Open-Loop Control
The primary purpose of the open-loop analysis is to explore the effect of the SJ actuation.
Here the case of the airfoil-SJA system for the following condition is investigated: fixed incidence angle
of 16◦ , free stream velocity U∞ = 50 m/s and synthetic jet velocity U j = 50 m/s (which corresponds
to a momentum coefficient of Cµ = 0.0180). In this case, the SJA works as a controller whose action is
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independent of the “process output,” which is being controlled. For the open-loop case, the synthetic
jet actuator does not use feedback to determine if its output has achieved the desired goal and only
operates in on/off modes.
This type of control is used to examine the capability of the SJA to perturb the separated flow over
the airfoil surface and to determine at which operating conditions the synthetic jet actuator can provide
a fully re-attached flow over the airfoil surface. This mode of operation of the SJA is recommended
when
the control
result is known to be adequate without the need for feedback. Figure 13 illustrates
Fluids 2020, 5, x FOR PEER
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the open-loop scheme of the control system.
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performance in addition to the synthetic jet velocity variation and the corresponding pressure
signal at the sensor location. The frequency response of the open-loop system is analyzed using step
inputs for the jet frequency f j . The quasi-linear characteristics of the system incorporating the low pass
filter are discussed. The system response for three different step inputs, namely 375, 775, and 1050 Hz,
is illustrated in Figure 14.
Figure 14a shows the time variation of the synthetic jet frequency, and Figure 14b gives
the corresponding synthetic jet velocity v j (t). Figure 14c presents the static pressure signals p(t)
resulting from the synthetic jet actuation and Figure 14d shows the set of filtered pressure signals pLP
as the output of the low pass filter. At 375 Hz, the filtered output shows the disturbances coming
internally from high-frequency components. By increasing SJA frequency to 775 Hz, the disturbances
disappear, and the filter is more effective since the filter stop frequency is 415 Hz in this study. With
the jet frequency stepped to 1050 Hz, the filtered pressure drops due to the non-linear relation of SJA
frequency and the mean wall pressure.
Open-loop responses show that at SJA frequency of 629 Hz, the flow at sensor location (point B
in Figure 12) tends to reattach with the airfoil. At that condition, the lift coefficient of the airfoil attains
its maximum value (L/D = 6.84), and the average static pressure value is 83.54 Pa. This pressure value
is used as a set point in the closed-loop controller design.
6.2. Closed Loop Control
For the closed-loop control, the SJA works as a component of the overall control system to execute
the control action. The SJA responds according to the feedback signal with the aim to manipulate
the process variable to be the same as the “reference input” or “set point.”
Proportional-Integral (PI) controller is one of the most popular control loop feedback mechanisms
for linear time-invariant systems (Vukic and Kuljaca [123]). The Proportional-Integral (PI) controller
calculates an error value as the difference between a measured process variable and the desired set
point. The controller attempts to minimize the error by adjusting the process inputs. The algorithm of
PI control involves two separate constant parameters, namely proportional and integral gain values.
The proportional action depends on the present error, and the integral action depends on
the accumulation of past errors. The weighted sum of these two actions is used to adjust the process
via a control element.
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Figure 14. Open-loop responses for the step inputs at 375 Hz, 775 Hz, and 1050 Hz. Time variations of
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disappear, and the filter is more effective since the filter stop frequency is 415 Hz in this study. With
Figure 15 shows a Simulink diagram for the PI feedback control system used in this study. The block
corresponding to the linearized plant includes fluidic system blocks where the describing function
analysis is applied in addition to the low pass filtering process. The saturation block interposed
between the controller and the plant is used to impose the upper and the lower limits on the input signal.
When the input signal is within the range specified by the Lower limit and Upper limit parameters,
the input signal passes through unchanged. When the input signal is outside these bounds, the signal
is clipped to the upper or lower bound. For achieving the desired control action, our analysis indicates
that the saturation limits should be set as follows: lower bound at fmin = 375 Hz and upper bound at
fmax = 775 Hz.
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Figure 16 compares the power spectrum of the identified output pressure signal at a constant
jet driving frequency of f j = 629 Hz with the power spectra of the identified baseline signal
and the identified controlled signal with a jet frequency at 250 Hz. Figure 16a shows that all these
signals have dominant frequencies at 49 Hz (St = 0.294) and 98 Hz (St = 0.588) with power intensity
higher than 108 Pa2 /Hz. It is also seen that the identified baseline pressure signal has higher strength
compared with the cases for the controlled flow. The jet actuation with frequency 250 Hz reduces
the strength of the baseline frequency at 49 Hz (St = 0.294) by 1.1 × 108 while the actuation at 629 Hz
results in 4.38 × 108 reductions. The strength of the baseline frequency at 98 Hz (St = 0.588) is also
affected by actuation. The controlled signal with jet frequency at 250 Hz has a lower strength by
Fluids
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In this study, to compute the describing function for a NARMAX system, a method combining
the low-pass filtering introduced by Slotine and Li [121] and the harmonic balance method developed
by Glass [127] was developed. Then, a MATLAB script was constructed and utilized to find the
approximate frequency responses for different jet frequencies using a small perturbation approach.
The controller design is based on the resulting quantification of the output response. This
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Examination of these power spectra at a lower intensity range of (106 –107 ) Pa2 /Hz, as shown
in Figure 16b, indicates that there are other frequencies with lower power that are associated with these
three signals. These three spectra have a sharp peak of 107 Pa2 /Hz at a frequency of 150 Hz (St = 0.9).
However, the spectral peak at 198 Hz (St = 1.188), which is seen in both the baseline signal as well
as the controlled flow signal with the jet frequency of 250 Hz, is replaced by a peak at 199 Hz (St = 1.194)
for the jet actuation frequency at 629 Hz. There are two other lower amplitude frequencies in the range
of (106 –107 ) Pa2 /Hz at 299 Hz (St = 1.794), and 327 Hz (St = 1.962) that are associated, respectively,
with the baseline signal and the signal with jet actuated at 250 Hz do not appear in the spectra of
the controlled flow pressure with jet actuation at 629 Hz. However, new lower amplitude peaks at
frequencies of 638 Hz (St = 3.828) and 702 Hz (St = 4.212) with power in the range (106 –107 ) Pa2 /Hz
are seen in spectra when the jet is actuated at 629 Hz. Figure 16b also shows that the spectral peaks
associated with the pressure signal for the jet actuation at 629 Hz are of lower strength than those with
jet actuation at 250 Hz.
Careful examinations of the power spectra show that there are smaller peaks at 18 Hz (St = 0.108)
and 127 Hz (St = 0.762) with power in the range (105 –106 ) Pa2 /Hz in the baseline (uncontrolled) flow
that are eliminated due to jet actuation at both frequencies with 250 Hz and 629 Hz. In addition,
low power peaks in the range (104 –105 ) Pa2 /Hz at 41 Hz (St = 0.246), 91 Hz (St = 0.546), and 121 Hz
(St = 0.726) are generated due to the jet actuation at 629 Hz. These low energy peaks are not shown
here for brevity.
The presented results show that jet actuation significantly affects the frequency contents of
the baseline flow. The frequency content of the baseline shear layer(s) may be different from those
of the controlled cases. The dominant flow frequencies for actuation at 250 Hz also may be different
from those with the jet actuation at 629 Hz, as well as their strength is also different. Wu et al. [109]
and Kotapati et al. [126] reported that the shear layer rolls up into discrete vortices, which then
merges into larger ones. Thus, when the nature of the flow changes due to the synthetic jet actuation,
the corresponding frequency content would be affected.
When the quasi-linear model of a nonlinear system for a range of operating points is
available, the frequency response is obtained readily from its Fourier transform. However, due to
the complexity of the airfoil controlled by SJA in this study, the simplified linearization is not feasible.
Thus, the approximate frequency response is obtained using the describing function method by
assuming a small perturbation around a constant jet frequency.
The describing function method is an approximate technique used in the analysis of
certain nonlinear control problems. The method is based on quasi-linearization, which approximates a
non-linear system by a linear time-invariant (LTI) transfer function that depends on the amplitude of
the input signal. The dependence on amplitude generates a family of linear systems that are combined
to capture the features of the non-linear system behavior (Slotine and Li [121]).
In this study, to compute the describing function for a NARMAX system, a method combining
the low-pass filtering introduced by Slotine and Li [121] and the harmonic balance method developed by
Glass and Franchek [127] was developed. Then, a MATLAB script was constructed and utilized to find
the approximate frequency responses for different jet frequencies using a small perturbation approach.
The controller design is based on the resulting quantification of the output response. This approach
linearizes plant dynamics about each input frequency. Figure 17 shows a set of frequency responses
for the linearized plant at different input frequencies fo while Figure 18 presents a set of frequency
responses for the system open-loop transfer function Gp Gc, where Gp is the transfer function of
the plant, and Gc is the transfer function of the controller (Appendix A).

phase margins are measured using the open-loop frequency response of the system. Note that the
gain and phase margins cannot be developed directly from a closed-loop frequency response
(Shahzad [129]). Therefore, by definition, for a closed-loop system to be stable, the frequency response
of its open-loop components must have a positive phase margin and the gain margin must be greater
than 2020,
1 (0 5,dB).
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Figure 17. A set of frequency responses of the linearized plant. (a) Magnitude in decibel versus
frequency in Hz. (b) Phase in deg versus frequency in Hz.
frequency in Hz. (b) Phase in deg versus frequency in Hz.

The frequency response of a system refers to the steady-state response of the system when
The designed controller is first tested for the influence of proportional gains only. Proportional
subjected to a sinusoidal input signal. When a linear system reaches its steady-state, it differs from
gain (KP) up to KP = 21 is found inadequate for the control output to overcome the lower bound
the input signal only in amplitude/gain (A) and phase/lag (ϕ). Moreover, the Bode diagram is used for
of the jet frequency. As a result, the jet frequency was set continuously to the lower limit of the
plotting frequency response of Linear Time-Invariant (LTI) systems, which is used to study the stability
actuator frequency, but a significant steady-state error was reported. Meanwhile, at proportional
of the control system. The Bode diagram maps the frequency response of the system through two
gains KP > 21, the control output u, would be able to overcome the lower bound of the jet frequency
graphs- the Bode magnitude plot (expressing the magnitude in decibels) and the Bode phase plot
but reaches the upper bound as well and oscillates between lower and upper bounds in a sense
(expressing the phase shift in degrees).
similar to a limit cycle oscillation caused by saturation (Pierre et al. [130]). Therefore, a saturation of
To accurately construct Bode Graphs, it is required to collect gain and phase responses of
the jet frequency represents a crucial condition for the linear controller design as it limits the
the system for a large range of frequencies. Then the Gain Bode Plot (amplitude response vs. frequency)
proportional gain and has a negative effect on the bandwidth of the controller.
and Phase Bode Plot (phase response vs. frequency) are displayed on a single diagram (John [128]).
The algorithm defining the proportional controller can be expressed as:
Different criterion relevant to drawing Bode plots (and calculating control system stability) is described
in the literature. Three measures found important for the stability analysis of control systems are
system bandwidth, BW, gain margin, GM, and phase margin, PM.
“Bandwidth” is used to describe the “efficiency” of a control system. The stability of control
systems is commonly described by using the “Gain Margin” and “Phase Margin.” Gain margins
and phase margins are measured using the open-loop frequency response of the system. Note that
the gain and phase margins cannot be developed directly from a closed-loop frequency response
(Shahzad [129]). Therefore, by definition, for a closed-loop system to be stable, the frequency response
of its open-loop components must have a positive phase margin and the gain margin must be greater

proportional gain determines how fast the system responds to the control signal (Kim [110]). The
error signal ( ) is defined as ( ) = ( ) − ( ), here ( ) is the reference signal (setpoint), and
( ) is the current measured process value. Proportional control serves to eliminate the oscillation
associated with on-off controllers. Let us express the transfer function of the process, and the
Fluids
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100P(s) and C(s), the Laplace form of the transfer function from reference to output is
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corresponding
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error for
a unit
the
control
output
u,
would
be
able
to
overcome
the
lower
bound
of
the
jet
frequency
but
reaches
is given by 1 −
(0) = 1/1 + (0) . This indicates that in the absence of a correction action, the
the upper bound as well and oscillates between lower and upper bounds in a sense similar to a limit
cycle oscillation caused by saturation (Patino et al. [130]). Therefore, a saturation of the jet frequency
represents a crucial condition for the linear controller design as it limits the proportional gain and has a
negative effect on the bandwidth of the controller.
The algorithm defining the proportional controller can be expressed as:
u(t) = KP ∗ e(t)

(13)
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where u(t) is the controller output (control action), e(t) is the control error signal, and KP is
the proportional gain (factor of proportionality between output control signal and control error).
The proportional gain determines how fast the system responds to the control signal (Kim [110]).
The error signal e(t) is defined as e(t) = r(t) − y(t), here r(t) is the reference signal (setpoint), and y(t)
is the current measured process value. Proportional control serves to eliminate the oscillation associated
with on-off controllers. Let us express the transfer function of the process, and the controller by P(s)
and C(s), the Laplace form of the transfer function from reference to output is then given by:
G yr =

P(s)C(s)
1 + P(s)C(s)

(14)

The steady-state response of the proportional controller, which corresponds to the zero frequency
gain is achieved when C(s) = KP. The transfer function in Equation (14) may then be expressed
as G yr (0) = P(0)KP/1 + P(0)KP and the corresponding steady-state error for a unit step is given by
1 − G yr (0) = 1/1 + P(0)KP. This indicates that in the absence of a correction action, the output never
reaches the reference, and hence the process would be left with a non-zero steady-state error.
Figure 19 exhibits responses of the output to a unit step in the command signal for the system with
simple proportional control at different gain settings in Simulink. The steady-state errors associated
with these responses for the set of proportional gains KP = 1.636, 2.455, 3.273, 4.427, 5.581, and 6.735
are found to be 37.93%, 28.94%, 23.40%, 18.43%, 15.18% and 12,93% respectively. It is noticed that
the steady-state error decreases with increasing the gain, but the system also becomes oscillatory.
In order to avoid having a steady-state error from using the proportional gain control, a corrective
action term is added to the design of the controller. The proportional control algorithm in Equation
(13) then changes to
m(t) = KP ∗ e(t) + M
(15)
where m(t) is the magnitude of the correction signal, the constant M is known as the controller
bias because it represents the magnitude of the correction signal when no correction is needed (i.e.,
e(t) = 0). The magnitude of the corrective action is reduced as the controlled variable approaches
the reference value.
In proportional control systems, when the controlled variable becomes close to the reference value,
the magnitude of the required corrective action becomes small. In some cases, the actuator operates
in on-off mode, and the proportionality is reached by adjusting the ratio of on-time/off-time periods.
The ratio of on-time/off-time equals to 1 when the desired value is achieved. The proportional
gain KP is usually a fixed property of the controller, but in some proportional controllers, KP is
manually adjusted. If KP is increased, the sensitivity of the controller to error increases, but the stability
is deteriorated. The system approaches the behavior of on-off controlled systems, and its response
becomes oscillatory. Therefore, the bias M in Equation (15) should be adjusted to stabilize the system
at a state slightly different from the reference value (Berk [131]). The offset is defined as the difference
between the measured value y and the reference value r at a stable (steady) state. Reset is used by
adjusting the bias to eliminate the offset. Reaching a zero offset under for a controller needs readjusting
for every change in the process conditions.
The term that is adjusted to provide the desired steady-state value is known as a feed-forward term
and shown by ud . If the feed-forward term is selected as ud = r(t)/P(0) = kr r(t), then the output
exactly equals the reference value. However, this requires exact knowledge of the process dynamics,
which is usually not available.
The PI controller design could be done starting from the mathematical formulation algorithm of
PI control which is expressed as:
KP
u(t) = KP ∗ e(t) +
Ti

Zt

Zt
e(τ)dτ = KP ∗ e(t) + KI

0

e(τ)dτ
0

(16)

associated with these responses for the set of proportional gains KP = 1.636, 2.455, 3.273, 4.427, 5.581,
and 6.735 are found to be 37.93%, 28.94%, 23.40%, 18.43%, 15.18% and 12,93% respectively. It is
noticed that the steady-state error decreases with increasing the gain, but the system also becomes
oscillatory.
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corrective action term is added to the design of the controller. The proportional control algorithm in
Equation (13) then changes to

where Ti is the integral time constant, and( KI
gain. The Laplace transform expresses
) =is the
( )+
(15)
∗ integral
the transfer function of the PI controller as:
where ( ) is the magnitude of the correction signal, the constant M is known as the controller bias
because it represents the magnitude
u(s) of the correction signal when no correction is needed (i.e., e(t) =
= KP + KP/(Ti s) = KP(Ti s + 1)/(Ti s)
(17)
s) =
PI (the
0). The magnitudeCof
corrective
e(s) action is reduced as the controlled variable approaches the
reference value.
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In proportional control systems, when the controlled variable becomes close to the reference
value, the magnitude of the required corrective action becomes small. In some cases, the actuator
operates in on-off mode, and the proportionality is reached by adjusting the ratio of on-time/off-time
periods.
The ratio of on-time/off-time equals to 1 when the desired value is achieved. The proportional
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This equation indicates that the PI controller has an infinite zero frequency gain (CPI (0) = ∞) and it
then follows from Equation (15) that G yr (0) = 1, which implies that there is no steady-state error.
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Figure 20. Closed-loop step responses for PI controller for cases with (a) KP = 3.27 & various values
KI [0–0.330],
and (b) KI = 0.083 and various values of KP [0–13.080].
of KI [0–0.330], and (b) KI = 0.083 and various values of KP [0–13.080].
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Figure 21. Closed-loop responses using a PI controller with KP = 3.27 and KI = 0.083. (a) Time response
of saturated SJA frequency, f js , to step input (200 µs required by integral efforts to compensate feedback
errors.) (b) Time response of pressure signal at 30% chord location to step input of 20 Pa. (200 µs
required by integral efforts to compensate feedback errors.) and (c) Time response of pressure error
signal to step input of 20 Pa. (Error signal reduces rapidly).
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Changes in the static pressure at the sensor location associated with the saturated jet frequency
response are shown in Figure 21b. Other pressure changes, as shown in Figure 21b, illustrate the amount
of pressure change at sensor location when the jet frequency is operating at lower bound, higher bound,
and in the open-loop, respectively. Figure 21c presents the time response of the pressure error signal
[e(t) = r(t) − PLP (t)] to step input of 20 Pa. It is observable that the error signal reduces rapidly.
The physical interpretation behind why the gains of KP = 3.27 and KI = 0.083 leads to the optimal
choice for the proposed control system is described in this section. Initially, the jet frequency is set
at its lower saturation bound (775 Hz), the proportional gain up to KP = 3.27 is found insufficient
to have the control output to overcome the lower bound of the jet frequency. As a result, the jet
frequency is continuously set at this lower limit. As mentioned previously, a proportional controller
with proportional gain up to KP = 21 is found inadequate for the control output u, to overcome
the lower bound of the jet frequency, and a significant steady-state error is reported. In proportional
controller with KP > 21, the control output u would be able to overcome the lower bound of the jet
frequency but reaches the upper bound as well and oscillates between lower and upper bounds in a
sense similar to a limit cycle oscillation caused by saturation.
The addition of an integral element with integral gain KI = 0.083 to the proportional controller
with a relatively small proportional gain KP = 3.27 improves the controller performance effectively
and eliminates the steady-state bias errors. Only a fraction of the second is needed for the system to
reach the steady-state condition.
The proposed control system was investigated for closed-loop stability, good disturbance rejection
(without excessive control action), fast reference tracking (without excessive control action), low
sensitivity to measurement noise, and a satisfactory degree of robustness to process variations
and model uncertainty. The system closed-loop stability analysis in this study was done base on
the Bode stability criterion, which provides a necessary and sufficient condition for closed-loop stability
based on the properties of the open-loop transfer function (Horowitz [132]). Bode plots provide relative
stability in terms of gain margin, GM, and phase margin, PM. For a closed-loop system to be stable,
both margins should be positive or phase margin, PM should be greater than the gain margin, GM.
If both the margins are zero or phase margin is equal to the gain margin, the closed-loop system
is classified as a marginally stable. If any of the gain margin or phase margin is negative or phase
margin is less than gain margin, then the closed-loop system is unstable.
The Bode diagram in Figure 22a provides the relationship between the magnitude (in dB) and phase
shift versus frequency (in rad/s) for the transfer function of the PI controller, Gc = CPI (s). At low
frequencies, magnitude equals 39 dB, the controller output is around ninety times greater than the input,
and the phase between input-output is close to −90 degrees. The magnitude decreases linearly with an
increase in frequency until it reaches a value in which the output is three times greater than the input at
9.5 dB. The phase between the input-output of the controller diminishes with the increase of frequency
as well until they become in-phase. This figure also shows that the magnitude of the frequency response
never reaches a value of I dB, which means the system output never becomes equal to the system
input. Moreover, both the Bode plots shown in Figure 22a indicate that the proposed controller as a
standalone unit has an infinite gain margin as well as an infinite phase margin, which means that
the controller will never become unstable.
The Bode diagram in Figure 22b,c depict, respectively, the magnitude plot and the phase plots
of the open-loop transfer function GP (s)GC (s). It can be seen that the gain margin provided by
the Bode stability criterion is GM = 22 dB, while the phase margin PM = 68◦ . Based upon this stability
analysis and taking into consideration the error of the NARMAX model (compared to URANS results),
the gain margin, GM, should be greater than 22 dB, and the phase margin, PM, should be greater than
68 degrees in order to get a stable feedback loop.
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Figure 22. Bode diagrams of the system. (a) Magnitude and phase plots of the PI Controller with KP
KP = 3.27 and KI = 0.083. (b) Magnitude plot of the open-loop transfer function of the controller-plant
= 3.27 and KI = 0.083. (b) Magnitude plot of the open-loop transfer function of the controller-plant
system, GpGc, and (c) Phase plot of the open-loop transfer function of the controller-plant system, GpGc.
system, GpGc, and (c) Phase plot of the open-loop transfer function of the controller-plant system,
GpGc.

Bode stability criterion is GM = 22 dB, while the phase margin PM = 68°. Based upon this stability
analysis and taking into consideration the error of the NARMAX model (compared to URANS
results), the gain margin, GM, should be greater than 22 dB, and the phase margin, PM, should be
greater than 68 degrees in order to get a stable feedback loop.
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At this point, the PI controller is examined either as a standalone unit or integrated with the
fluidic system (Airfoil + SJA plant) for reference tracking and disturbance rejection. A feedback
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The PI feedback controller described in Figure 15 could now be simplified for a case of a single
in this section.
degree of freedom controller (1-DOF PI) by the block diagram A1 shown in Appendix A.
The PI feedback controller described in Figure 15 could now be simplified for a case of a single
Furthermore, the control system feedback is assumed for simplicity to be restricted to operate on the
degree of freedom controller (1-DOF PI) by the block diagram A1 shown in Appendix A. Furthermore,
error signal only. This includes the ability to follow reference signals, effects of load disturbances,
the control system feedback is assumed for simplicity to be restricted to operate on the error signal
and the effects of measurement noise (Åström [134]). Investigation of the effects of process variations
only. This includes the ability to follow reference signals, effects of load disturbances, and the effects of
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In Figure 23, the ordinate amplitude stands for the ratio of the response to the steady-state
response. Figure 23a shows that when a change in the reference occurs, the open-loop PI controller
cannot track reference changes, and the error between the new reference signal and the controller
output diverges with time (increased overshoots in reference tracking). Figure 23b shows that the
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In Figure 23, the ordinate amplitude stands for the ratio of the response to the steady-state response.
Figure 23a shows that when a change in the reference occurs, the open-loop PI controller cannot track
reference changes, and the error between the new reference signal and the controller output diverges
with time (increased overshoots in reference tracking). Figure 23b shows that the closed-loop control,
however, provides a significant improvement in the PI performance, and the controller is capable
of tracking the reference. The transfer function inspected in Figure 23b is called the complementary
sensitivity function of the system. It is the closed-loop transfer function from r to y, and it is
also the transfer function from measurement noise to controlled output (Åström [134]). Moreover,
Figure 23a,b show that the controllers reject input disturbances (d1 ) in both open-loop and closed-loop
modes, but in the closed-loop configuration, the disturbances rejection action is quicker.
It is important to examine the proposed controller design against limitations in the control effort
(due to practical constraints from controller saturation). Saturation effects occur when any part of
the feedback control system reaches its physical limit. The phenomenon of saturation in the PI
controller is called reset windup (integral upwind). The definition of the term integral upwind is
provided in Appendix A. Saturation is a physical limitation of the system, which is actually the point
where the system reaches safe limits of operation. The specific problem is the excess overshooting
(Åström [134]). On the other side, noise sensitivity is an important subject for most control systems.
Noise from sensors and other sources can distort the control system output, introducing unwanted
perturbations on the control variable, and generating unacceptable levels of acoustic noise. Knowledge
of noise is essential in the design of observer-based control systems.
Observer-based control is often more sensitive to sensor noise than are traditional control systems.
The system noise sensitivity function expressed in Equation (A3), which is sometimes called the output
sensitivity function (Horowitz [132]), was used to inspect the step response for the controller action
to track reference changes. This equation also represents the model between the control output,
U (S) and the reference R(S), where U (S) and R(S) are the Laplace transform of the control output
u(t) and reference signal r(t) respectively. Figure 23c shows the closed-loop response of controller
output u(t) to a step-change in the reference signal r(t) (controller effort for reference tracking) as well
as the closed-loop system response to a load disturbance (controller effort against disturbance rejection
for step disturbance at the plant input, d1 ).
The controller effort measures how much effort (power) is needed by the controller to respond to a
step-change in the reference point (Vandoren [133], Matlab R2019b Manual [135]). Again, the abscissa
in Figure 23c stands for the time while the ordinate is the amplitude variation of the controller
output u(t) from its final value of steady-state as a result of a step-change in the reference signal.
When step-changes in the reference point occur, Figure 23c shows a good closed-loop output response
with reduced overshoot characteristics in the reference tracking. It can also be seen that the controller
exhibit an acceptable response against a step disturbances at the plant input d1 . The system capability
for reference tracking to a change in the desired value is faster than the system ability to reject step
disturbance at the plant input, d1 .
The output noise sensitivity is another property of interest in this study. Output noise
sensitivity measures reference tracking with taking into consideration disturbances at the plant
input, d1 The transfer function which governs this case is as expressed in the appendix by Equation (A2)
but proceeded by a negative sign. This equation also represents the model between the control output,
Y(S) and the reference R(S) with a negative sign, where Y(S) and R(S) are the Laplace transform of
the control output y(t) and reference signal r(t) respectively (Horowitz [132]). This is equivalent to
the control effort paid in reference tracking in the presence of disturbances at the plant input, d1 .
Figure 23d illustrates the closed-loop control system output response to a step-change
in the reference value in the presence of disturbances at the plant input, d1 , which is equivalent
to the controller effort to track the reference change. Figure 23d also shows the closed-loop system
response to a load disturbance (step disturbance at the plant output d2 ). The abscissa in Figure 23d
represents the time while the ordinate is the amplitude variation of the control output y(t) from
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its final value of steady-state as a result of a step-change in the reference signal. When compared
with the case with a step disturbance at the input. d1 presented in Figure 23c, the case with step
disturbance at the output, d2 in Figure 23d shows lower overshoot behavior in tracking new references
and approximately the same ability to reject disturbances.
The set of plots in Figure 23 indicates that the closed-loop performance of the proposed control
system is more powerful from the point of reference tracking than its open-loop performance.
The designed closed-loop control system has the ability to fulfill the basic requirements of the design.
The controlled output can track the reference input easily, and only short time periods needed for
the controlled output, y(t) to equate the reference signal r(t). This is in addition to the controller
has the ability to keep the controlled output at its desired value in the presence of a disturbance,
d1 (t) , 0. Ideally the transfer function from d1 to y would tend quickly to zero. Moreover, reasonable
control effort is required, as shown in the analysis, to track changes in the reference signal and reject
disturbances. Finally, the controller showed an acceptable response to suppress effects of measurement
noise that takes place in plant output, d2 , on the control input.
6.3. Closed-Loop Control Results
The application of the designed control algorithm yields significant improvements in terms of
lift enhancement and drag reduction. As the proposed control law is based on information taken
from the airfoil performance at the incidence angle of 16◦ The discussion below focuses on comparing
the flow features around the airfoil with control-off and control-on cases for the same incidence angle.
Figure 24 shows the chord-wise distributions of the pressure coefficient (Cp ) profile along the airfoil
upper and lower surfaces for two different cases, the base-line case (control-off) and the case with
the synthetic jet control-on. This figure shows significant changes in the distributions of the pressure
coefficient along the top and bottom surfaces of the airfoil due to synthetic jet excitation. The baseline
case is characterized by a negative pressure peak of approximately −2 situated at 0.03 c from the leading
edge on the suction side followed by another negative pressure peak of −1.4 at nearly 0.22 c from
the leading edge on the suction side. The Cp distribution for the case with SJA control-on is characterized
by a negative pressure peak of −6.4 near the leading edge (at 0.001 c from leading edge) on the suction
side followed by another negative pressure peak of −1.5 at 0.68 c. Beyond this point, the Cp value
gradually increases along the chord of the airfoil. On the pressure side of the airfoil, the Cp value
reaches a maximum of Cp = 1 at the stagnation point. This stagnation point is shifted toward the leading
edge due to the application of synthetic jets. Further down the chord length of the airfoil, the pressure
side Cp value increases gradually until it equals the suction side value at the trailing edge. The delay
of flow separation due to the application of synthetic jet leads to an increase in the velocity and a
decrease in pressure on the suction side. The result is the suppression of large pressure fluctuations
and the introduction of more organized flow patterns. Alternations in the pressure coefficient
distributions that can be seen from pressure peak values and their locations on pressure and suction
sides due to control application influence the lift and drag forces that are acting on the airfoil.
Contours of the x-velocity component of the airflow around the airfoil for both control-off
and control-on cases are shown in Figure 25. The velocity contours for the control-off case are shown on
the left-hand side, while contours for the control-on case are shown on the right-hand side of the figure.
Regions of re-circulating flow are observed over the upper surface of the airfoil for the control-off case.
That is, the airfoil at the angle of attack of 16◦ experiences a large adverse pressure gradient that results
in flow separation on the upper surface of the airfoil. As a result, a low-pressure area immediately
downstream is created, which sucks fluid into this region from the main flow, creating vortices that are
shed from the airfoil.

airfoil, the pressure side Cp value increases gradually until it equals the suction side value at the
trailing edge. The delay of flow separation due to the application of synthetic jet leads to an increase
in the velocity and a decrease in pressure on the suction side. The result is the suppression of large
pressure fluctuations and the introduction of more organized flow patterns. Alternations in the
pressure coefficient distributions that can be seen from pressure peak values and their locations on
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Figure 24. Comparison of chord-wise average pressure coefficient curves along the sides of the airfoil
at AoA = 16° for the control-off case and control-on cases.

Contours of the x-velocity component of the airflow around the airfoil for both control-off and
control-on cases are shown in Figure 25. The velocity contours for the control-off case are shown on
the left-hand side, while contours for the control-on case are shown on the right-hand side of the
figure. Regions of re-circulating flow are observed over the upper surface of the airfoil for the controloff case. That is, the airfoil at the angle of attack of 16° experiences a large adverse pressure gradient
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Contours of the x-velocity component of the airflow around the airfoil for both control-off and
control-on cases are shown in Figure 25. The velocity contours for the control-off case are shown on
the left-hand side, while contours for the control-on case are shown on the right-hand side of the
figure. Regions of re-circulating flow are observed over the upper surface of the airfoil for the controloff case. That is, the airfoil at the angle of attack of 16° experiences a large adverse pressure gradient
that results in flow separation on the upper surface of the airfoil. As a result, a low-pressure area
immediately downstream is created, which sucks fluid into this region from the main flow, creating
vortices that are shed from the airfoil.
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For providing information on the level of velocity fluctuation in the fluid flow around airfoils,
Flow separation creates a marked increase in drag and a considerable decrease in lift compared
the level of the flow turbulence for control-off and control-on cases is examined. The main objective
to situations where the flow remains attached to the surface. Increased separation is a condition in
here is to study the variation of turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) and the associated turbulence intensity
which the airfoil is stalled.
in the flow. The unit for the turbulence kinetic energy k, is the kinetic energy per unit mass [J/Kg],
Figure 25 presents a typical example of how unsteady forcing (excitation) of synthetic jets affects
which
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of attack of 16 in the range of k ≤ 150 m /s for the control-off and control-on cases. For the control-off
case, it is seen that the flow is fully separated from the top surface of the airfoil and is in the turbulent
regime. The large region with high turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) is seen from this figure. Region of
high turbulence intensity enhances turbulence diffusivity and increase mass and momentum transport.

Figure 26 shows that by activating the synthetic jets, the turbulence kinetic energy around the
airfoil is reduced significantly. That is, the application of closed-loop control markedly reduces the
separation region and substantially lowers the turbulence kinetic energy compared to the
uncontrolled flow. The corresponding effects on the lift and drag acting on the airfoil are described
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AoA = 16.25°. It is interesting to note that at AoA = 16° with the control on, the airfoil provides a lift
coefficient of
= 1.315 compared to
= 0.78678 for the uncontrolled case (with lift increment
reaching 67.1%). In addition, the application of control has a significant influence on the shape of the
lift curve at high angles of attack. The controller enhances the maximum lift coefficient ,
of the

Figure 27. Airfoil lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack at chord Re = 106 for control-off
27
and control-on cases. Comparison with the earlier numerical results and experimental data.

It is observed that, with the application of closed-loop control, no changes in the lift coefficient
are seen for a low angle of attack up to 12◦ . At incidence angles greater than AoA = 13◦ and up to
about AoA = 16.25◦ , the airfoil aerodynamic performance improves significantly, and considerable
enhancement in the lift coefficient is achieved. Lift coefficient decreases for the attack angle beyond
AoA = 16.25◦ . It is interesting to note that at AoA = 16◦ with the control on, the airfoil provides
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a lift coefficient of Cl = 1.315 compared to Cl = 0.78678 for the uncontrolled case (with lift
increment reaching 67.1%). In addition, the application of control has a significant influence on
the shape of4the lift curve at high angles of attack. The controller enhances the maximum lift coefficient
Cl, max of the NACA 0015 from Cl = 1.173 at AoA = 13.25◦ to 1.315 at AoA = 16.25◦ resulting in
∆Cl, max = 0.142 and the increase of stall angle of attack from 13.25◦ to 16.25◦ .
Figure 27 also shows that the present URANS simulation results for the control-on case are
in agreement with both the LES results of Duvigneau and Visonneau [88] and the experimental data of
Rediniotis [98] up to AoA = 16◦ . At angles higher than AoA = 16◦ , the URANS simulations predict
lower lift coefficients than those of LES results and experimental data. The discrepancies are perhaps
in part due to the differences in actuation frequency and Reynolds number.
Figure 28 shows the predicted variation of drag coefficients for both control-on and control-off
cases at Re = 106 . As expected, the drag coefficient increases with the increase of angle of attack.
The LES simulation results of Duvigneau and Visonneau [88] for the NACA 0015 at Re = 106 with
SJA oscillating at relatively high frequency are shown in this figure for comparison. In addition,
the experimental data of Rediniotis [98] for the NACA 0015 at Re = 0.895 × 106 with SJA oscillating at
three different low frequencies are also reproduced in Figure 28. It is noticed that the application of
the controller does not affect the values of the drag coefficient up to AoA = 14◦ . Beyond the angle of
attack of 14◦ , the controller mildly decreases the drag coefficient compared to the control-off case.
27

Figure 28.
28 Airfoil drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack at chord Re = 1 Million for control-off
and control-on cases. Published numerical results and experimental data are also shown for comparison.

The present URANS simulations for the control-on case is found to be in general agreement
with both the LES simulation results of Duvigneau and Visonneau [88] and the experimental data of
Rediniotis [98] up to AoA = 15◦ . The current URANS simulations for the control-on case deviate from
the earlier simulation results as well as the experimental data at higher angles of attack for 15◦ ≤ α ≤ 19◦ .
1
That is, the present realizable k-ε turbulence model over-predicts the LES and experimental data for
the drag coefficient. At this point, the discrepancy in drag coefficient results may also be attributed
to the differences in the actuation frequencies and the Reynolds number, as well as the limitation of
the RANS turbulence model. Further investigation of the factors affecting this discrepancy is left for a
future study.
Figure 29 shows the predicted drag polar for both control-on and control-off cases at Re = 106 .
Here the drag coefficient Cd is plotted versus lift coefficient Cl and for a range of angles of attack, α.
It should be emphasized that the lift coefficient is not an independent variable, but both lift and drag
coefficients are functions of the angle of attack, α, Reynolds number, and Mach number. For low drag
coefficient values up to Cd = 0.033, (angle of attack up to 12◦ ), it is seen that the drag polar curve for
the control-on case matches well with that of the control-off case. For drag coefficient values in the range
0.033 < Cd < 0.275, (12◦ < α < 20◦ ), the drag polar curve for the control-on case shows considerable

Here the drag coefficient
is plotted versus lift coefficient
and for a range of angles of attack, α.
It should be emphasized that the lift coefficient is not an independent variable, but both lift and drag
coefficients are functions of the angle of attack, α, Reynolds number, and Mach number. For low drag
coefficient values up to
= 0.033, (angle of attack up to 12°), it is seen that the drag polar curve
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for the control-on case matches well with that of the control-off case. For drag coefficient values
in
the range 0.033 <
< 0.275, (12° < < 20°), the drag polar curve for the control-on case shows
considerable differences with the polar curve for the control-off case. In this range, the synthetic jet
differences with the polar curve for the control-off case. In this range, the synthetic jet actuation results
actuation results in a significant increase in the values of the lift coefficient for roughly the same drag
in a significant increase in the values of the lift coefficient for roughly the same drag coefficients.
coefficients. The largest difference is seen at for
= 0.211, which corresponds to a lift coefficient
The largest difference is seen at for Cd = 0.211, which corresponds to a lift coefficient Cl = 0.78678
= 0.78678 for the uncontrolled case and
= 1.315 for the controlled case. This indicates that the
for the uncontrolled case and Cl = 1.315 for the controlled case. This indicates that the application of
application of synthetic jets
at
AoA
=
16°
increases
the lift-to-drag ratio from 3.71 for the uncontrolled
synthetic jets at AoA = 16◦ increases the lift-to-drag ratio from 3.71 for the uncontrolled case to 6.85 for
case to 6.85 for the controlled case.
the controlled case.

Figure 29. Airfoil drag coefficient as a function of angle of attack at chord Re = 1 Million for control-off
and control-on cases. Published numerical results and experimental data are also shown for comparison.

7. Conclusions
Extensive simulations using the URANS in conjunction with the realizable k-ε turbulence model
were performed, and the flow characteristics over the NACA 0015 airfoil at different angles of
attack were evaluated. A semi-elliptical computational domain with 107,000 structured cells along
with 10% turbulence intensity at the far-pressure field at its boundaries was used in these analyses.
The dimensions of the computational domain were tested, and the grid sensitivity was performed
to satisfy the mesh independence condition. The selected time step was also tested to confirm
the proper simulation of the transient flow conditions. For different configurations, flows over
the airfoil were simulated and predicted lift and drag coefficients were validated by comparison with
earlier experimental data and numerical simulation results. The generated data sets were used to
model the nonlinear flow behaviors over the airfoil using the NARMAX identification methodology.
At an angle of attack of 16◦ and Reynold’s number of 106 , where the flow is separated, a closed-loop
controller was designed based on the open-loop control results and the NARMAX identification
procedure. Based on the presented results, the following conclusions are drawn:





The k-ε model was found to be an acceptable turbulence model for predicting the airflow around
an airfoil at different angles of attack.
An increase in the angle of attack led to the increase of the lift coefficient until the maximum of
1.15 at α = 13◦ is reached. The lift coefficient then sharply dropped for further increase in the angle
∂C
of attack. Before stall, The slope of the lift versus incidence angle, ∂αl , was approximately a
constant at about 0.101 before the stall. After the stall incident angle, Cl decreased significantly,
leading to a lift coefficient of 0.79 at α = 17◦ .
At zero angles of attack, the drag coefficient was small but increased gradually with α to 0.038 at
∂C

the stall condition. The slope of the drag variation with the angle of attack, ∂αd , was approximately
constant at about 0.003. After the stall condition, the drag increased sharply with the increase
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of the incident angle of attack to attain a value of 0.28 at α = 20◦ . The slope of the drag against
∂C
the angle of attack, ∂αd , increases to 0.04 after the stall condition.
The simulation results showed that synthetic jets are a suitable means to suppress flow separation.
At an attack angle of 16◦ and the flow Reynolds number of 106 , the NARMAX identification found
as a powerful tool for modeling the mean static pressure signal. Identified static pressure matches
well with the URANS simulation results. The associated differences were found to be within 9%.
The Low-pass filtering approach utilized in the controller design facilitated treat the system
as a quasi-linear in the frequency domain. The sinusoidal input describing function applied
in the frequency domain analysis assisted in applying the linear control theories.
A standard proportional-integral (PI) algorithm for the single-input single-output system
was designed based on a reference signal that was determined during the open-loop performance
of the plant at the conditions corresponding to a fully re-attached flow.
When inspected for different values of proportional gain (KP) and integral gain (KI), the proposed
closed-loop controller with KP = 3.27 and KI = 0.083 is found to be efficient for both reference
tracking and disturbance rejection for open-loop and closed-loop modes.
Flow features around the NACA 0015 airfoil were significantly improved for the control-on state.
This is clearly seen by comparing contours of static pressure, x-velocity, and turbulence kinetic
energy around the airfoil at AoA = 16◦ for the control-off state with those of control-on state.
For the control-on case, the flow separation regions over the airfoil upper surface were found to
reduce significantly. The turbulence kinetic energy was also much reduced by the activation of
the synthetic jet actuators. At AoA = 16◦ , the lift coefficient increased by about 67% and the stall
angle of attack increase by 3◦ .

The designed controller was for an angle of attack of 16◦ and at a constant free stream velocity of
U∞ = 50 m/s. For the design of the controller for other airfoil incident angles and free stream velocities,
the same procedure could be used. Further investigation in this regard was left for a future effort.
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Appendix A
In this Appendix, the terminology used in the control applications are summarized, and the single
degree of freedom PI controller is described.
Appendix A.1 Control Terminology
While there are different definitions reported in the literature, here, the most commonly used
terminologies are listed (Horowitz [132], Åström [134], and Seborg et al. [136]).
Time-domain characteristic is the time trace of control system response due to testing in the signal,
such as using step input, impulse input, and ramp input, to name a few.
Frequency Response is the measure of magnitude and phase of the control system output as a
function of frequency in response to a sinusoidal input.
Transient characteristics are the time response of the control system due to a change from
equilibrium or a steady-state that will decay with time.
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Transient response parameters are parameters such as peak time, settling time, rise time,
maximum overshoot, which are determined by evaluating the step response of the system.
Peak time is the time at which the peak value of amplitude occurs in step response of the system.
Settling time is the time it takes for the error y(t) − yfinal between the response y(t)
and the steady-state yfinal response to fall to within 2% of yfinal in the step response of the system.
Rise time refers to the time it takes for the response to rise from 10% to 90% of the steady-state
response in step response of the system.
SettlingMin is the minimum value of response y(t) in the step response of the system.
SettlingMax refers to the maximum value of response y(t) in the step response of the system.
Degree of freedom of a control system, DOF is defined as the number of closed-loop transfer
functions that can be adjusted independently. In the 1 DOF system, there is only one closed-loop
transfer function, which can be adjusted independently (Horowitz [132]).
Bandwidth, BW of a control loop is defined as the frequency at which the open-loop amplitude
response reaches −3 dB. At this point, the output gain (ratio of output to input) equals approximately
70.7% of its maximum, and the output power (power delivered to the load) equals 50% of the input
power (Seborg et al. [136]).
Gain Margin, GM is the amount of gain in open-loop, which can be increased or decreased without
making the system unstable. The gain margin is usually expressed in dB. Larger gain margin implies
greater stability of the system. In other words, gain margin is the difference (in dB) between unity
(0 dB) and the actual system open-loop gain at the point where a 180◦ phase shift occurs.
Phase margin, PM is the phase in open-loop, which can be increased or decreased without
making the system unstable. The phase margin is the difference (in◦ ) between the system phase at 180◦
and the actual system open-loop phase at the point where the open-loop gain of unity (i.e., 0 dB) occurs.
Integral windup is the state of a feedback PI controller at which a large change in reference value
occurs (say a positive change), and the integral terms accumulate a significant error during the rise
(windup), thus overshooting and continuing to increase as this accumulated error is unwound (offset
by errors in the other direction). Integral windup is also known as integrator windup or reset windup.
Appendix A.2 Single Degree of Freedom PI Controller (1-DOF PI) Analysis
The block diagram of a simplified single degree of freedom PI controller (1-DOF PI) is
shown in Figure A1. The system loop shown in this figure is composed of two components,
the controller GC and the plant GP . The controller has two inputs blocks, the feedback block C,
and the feed-forward summing point. There are two disturbances acting on the plant, the load
disturbance d1 and the measurement noise d2 . The load disturbance represents disturbances that
drive the process away from its desired behavior. The plant variable x is the real physical variable
that needed to be controlled. Control is based on the measured signal y, where the measurements
are corrupted by measurement noise d2 . Information about the plant variable x is thus distorted by
the measurement noise. The plant is influenced by the controller via the control variable u.
The plant is thus a system with three inputs and one output. The inputs are: the control variable
u, the load disturbance d1 and the measurement noise d2 . The output is the measured signal y.
The controller is a system with two inputs and one output. The inputs are the measured signal y
and the reference signal r and the output is the control signal u. Note that the control signal u is an
input to the plant and the output of the controller and that the measured signal y is the output of
the plant and input to the controller.

The plant is thus a system with three inputs and one output. The inputs are: the control variable
, the load disturbance
and the measurement noise . The output is the measured signal y. The
controller is a system with two inputs and one output. The inputs are the measured signal y and the
reference signal and the output is the control signal u. Note that the control signal u is an input to
the
and
plant
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Figure A1. Block diagram of a single degree of freedom (1-DOF) PI controller.
Figure A1. Block diagram of a single degree of freedom (1-DOF) PI controller.
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and
Closed-loop system response to a step disturbance at plant output, d2 .which is called the sensitivity
function (from d2 to y)
(1 + GP (s)GC (s))
(A5)

The basic difference between input and output disturbances is that the input disturbance
is generated in actuator while the output disturbance is generated in the sensor. For obtaining
the time-domain characteristics of the control systems, frequently the step response, impulse response,
and ramp response are evaluated. Transient characteristics such as peak time, settling time, rise time,
maximum overshoot can be determined by evaluating the step response of the system.
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